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ABSTRACT

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments at the National Ignition Facility

(NIF) and their corresponding computer simulations produce an immense amount of

rich data. However, quantitatively interpreting that data remains a grand challenge.

Design spaces are vast, data volumes are large, and the relationship between models

and experiments may be uncertain.

We propose using machine learning to aid in the design and understanding of ICF

implosions by integrating simulation and experimental data into a common frame-

work. We begin by illustrating an early success of this data-driven design approach

which resulted in the discovery of a new class of high performing ovoid-shaped implo-

sion simulations. The ovoids achieve robust performance from the generation of zonal

flows within the hotspot, revealing physics that had not previously been observed in

ICF capsules.

The ovoid discovery also revealed deficiencies in common machine learning al-

gorithms for modeling ICF data. To overcome these inadequacies, we developed

a novel algorithm, deep jointly-informed neural networks (DJINN), which enables

non-data scientists to quickly train neural networks on their own datasets. DJINN

is routinely used for modeling data ICF data and for a variety of other applications

(uncertainty quantification; climate, nuclear, and atomic physics data). We demon-

strate how DJINN is used to perform parameter inference tasks for NIF data, and

how transfer learning with DJINN enables us to create predictive models of direct

drive experiments at the Omega laser facility.

Much of this work focuses on scalar or modest-size vector data, however many ICF

diagnostics produce a variety of images, spectra, and sequential data. We end with
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a brief exploration of sequence-to-sequence models for emulating time-dependent

multiphysics systems of varying complexity. This is a first step toward incorporating

multimodal time-dependent data into our analyses to better constrain our predictive

models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fusion is the process of combining two light nuclei in order to form a

heavier nucleus. This process releases immense amounts of energy as a result of the

change in mass when two nuclei are fused to form a new, single nucleus. As an

example, consider the reaction:

D + T −→ He4 + n + Q, (1.1)

in which deuterium (D) and tritium (T) are fused together to form an alpha particle

(He4) and a neutron, and releases energy Q. The released energy is the difference in

binding energies (B) between the final and initial products in Eq. 1.1. The binding

energy is the energy required to divide a nucleus into its component neutrons and

protons:

B = c2(Zmp + (A− Z)mn −m), (1.2)

where A and Z are the mass and atomic numbers, respectively, and mp and mn are

the proton and neutron masses, respectively, and m is the mass of the nucleus. For

the DT reaction, the difference in binding energies yields about 17.6 MeV of energy

that is carried by the alpha particle (3.5 MeV) and the neutron (14.1 MeV). This is

far more energy per unit mass than is released by nuclear fission, making fusion is

an attractive alternative for clean and efficient energy production. However, achiev-

ing fusion energy production in a controlled, sustainable environment is extremely

challenging.

There are currently two major approaches to achieving nuclear fusion in a lab-
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oratory setting — magnetic and inertial confinement. In this work, we will focus

exclusively on inertial confinement fusion, which relies on the inertia of the fuel mass

to provide confinement to the burning fuel. We will discuss two current approaches

to ICF throughout the dissertation: direct and indirect drive. In section 1.1, we will

discuss these two apporachs in more detail. In section 1.2, we present challenges

associated with designing and understanding ICF experiments, followed in section

1.3 by an outline of our efforts to improve how we analyze ICF data, which will be

detailed throughout the remainder of this work.

1.1 Brief overview of inertial confinement fusion

The goal of ICF is to compress fusion fuel to extreme temperature, density, and

pressure, such that the fuel begins to fuse and thus produces immense amounts of

thermonuclear energy. Most fusion experiments use deutrium (D) and tritium (T)

fuel, as DT fusion reactions have a higher cross section (σ), which can be thought of as

the probability of the reaction occuring, across the range of temperatures achievable

in fusion experiments. A typical ICF fuel capsule is illustrated on the left side of

Fig. 1.1. The capsule is a spherical shell composed of an ablator on the outermost

layer, with a shell of DT ice inside of the ablator, followed by DT gas fill in the

center. The capsules are about 2 mm in diameter, with typical ablator and DT ice

thicknesses of about 70 microns.

To initiate fusion reactions, the fuel capsule is compressed with a driver – a laser

in the case of direct drive, or an X-ray bath created in a hohlraum for indirect drive.

The driver ablates the outer layer of the fuel capsule and as the ablator material

blows off, a rocket-like force acts on the inner region of the fuel shell, compressing

the capsule radially inward [79, 135]. Often, the driver used to compress the fuel is

varied in time to launch multiple shocks through the shell which are often designed
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a typical ICF fuel capsule. The outer ablator material
surrounds a DT ice layer, with DT gas at the center.

to merge in the ice layer, and a single shock propagates through the interior gas

fill. The laser is then turned off, and the capsule coasts inward at constant velocity

until the shock reaches the center of the capsule, reflects, and begins propgating

outward. When this shock hits the inner surface of the shell, the shell decelerates

and a subsequent shock reflected off the shell propgates back toward the center of

the capsule. The hotspot develops a unfiorm pressure profile as the reflected shocks

diminish and the shell “stagnates”. Under ideal stagnation conditions, the gas at the

center of the capsule is heated substantially, creating a region of low density plasma

where conditions are ideal for fusion to occur. The alpha particles produced in the

fusion reactions deposit much of their energy into the central hotspot, further heating

the gas. Thermal conduction from the hotspot and the desposition of alpha particle

energy into the inner shell surface combine to create a thermonuclear burnwave that

rapdily propagates through the cold shell, burning the fuel and producing immense

amounts of fusion energy. Eventually, the shell begins to expand outward, cooling

the hotspot and ending thermonuclear burn.
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“Ignition” is typically defined as the development of a central hotspot that ignites

a fusion burnwave, consuming the DT fuel and producing more energy than was

required to initiate the process [79]. There are several metrics that attempt to define

the requirements for ignition, such as Lawson criteria [75, 149, 16], which sets limits

on the minimum density and confinement time required for ignition:

nτ >
12kBT

〈σv〉Q
, (1.3)

where n is the density of DT (assuming the fuel is half deuterium, half tritium),

τ is the confinement time, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of

the burning plasma, 〈σv〉 is the DT reactivity, and Q is 17.6 MeV for DT fusion

reactions. For temperatures on the order of 5-10 keV, the Lawson criteria becomes:

nτ > 1014 − 1015s/cm3. (1.4)

Inertial confinement fusion aims to meet the Lawson criteria by reaching ex-

tremely high densities for a short period of time, in contrast to magnetic fusion

which aims to contain low density plasmas for longer times [125]. Since the confine-

ment time and density are difficult to measure in an experiment, alternative ignition

metrics based on quantities that can be measured have also been proposed, such as

the ignition threshold factor [123]. In general, the conditions for ICF ignition require

confinement times on the order of picoseconds (ps) and densities of 1000x the liq-

uid density in order to meet the Lawson criteria; temperatures of many keV where

the reactivity of DT is highest; and areal densities above 0.3 g/cm2 to stop alpha

particles in the shell, resulting in heating and burning of the cold fuel.

Achieving the necessary conditions for ignition is challenging in practice; the fuel

must be compressed symmetrically– even small deviations from spherical compression
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can lead to large losses in performance [51, 22, 72, 48]. Furthermore, any small defects

or perturbations on the fuel shell amplify significantly during compression, which can

lead to holes in the fuel shell or contamination in the central hotspot; this places

challenging engineering tolerances on the fabrication of the capsules, the membranes

(“tents”) that hold the capsule in place within a hohlraum, and the filltube used to

insert the DT fuel into the capsule [110, 134].

Two approaches to achieving laser-driven ICF ignition are currently being tested

in laboratory settings: direct drive, in which lasers impinge directly upon the fuel

capsule, and indirect drive, in which lasers heat up a hohlraum to create an X-

ray bath, which impinges upon the fuel capsule. Each approach has its own set of

advantages and challenges; in subsections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 we will briefly overview

indirect and direct drive experiments currently being carried out at the National

Ignition Facility [93] and Omega laser facility [66], respectively.

1.1.1 Indirect drive ICF

The NIF currently carries out indirect drive ICF experiments [49]. In these

experiments, 192 laser beams (totaling in approximately 2 MJ of energy) are focused

into a small cylindrical hohlraum (approximately 6 mm in diameter, 10mm tall);

the setup is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The laser beams heat the hohlraum, which is

typically made of gold or depleted uranium for high X-ray conversion efficiency [130].

The heated hohlraum produces a bath of X-rays that impinge upon the fuel capsule,

which is held in place in the center of the hohlraum by thin membranes called capsule

support tents. The X-rays ablate the outer shell of the fuel capsule – the ablator

– which is often made of high density carbon (HDC), plastic (CH), or berylium

(Be). As the outer shell material is ablated away, it creates an inwardly-directed

force which compresses the inner portion of the fuel capsule shell as described in the
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a hohlraum with a fuel capsule in the center. The laser
beams enter the hohlraum through laser entrance holes at the top and bottom of the
cylinder. A filltube on the right of the figure is used to fill the fuel cpasule with DT.
Thin capsule support tents hold the capsule in place in the hohlraum.

previous section.

There are many challenges that prevent indirect drive experiments from perform-

ing ideally. In particular, there are several sources of asymmetry in the system which

make spherical compression difficult. The fuel is placed in a cylindrical hohlraum,

and the lasers enter the hohlraum through laser entrance holes (LEH) at the top

and bottom of the cylinder and illuminate discrete regions of the hohlraum walls.

This setup is inherently asymmetric, and thus many efforts at NIF have been focused
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on adjusting the laser pulse to offset the physical asymmetries in the hohlraum to

irradiate the shell as uniformally as possible [72, 138].

Engineering features such as the capsule support tent, surface roughness of the

ablator or DT ice layer, and the gas fill tube that is attached to the capsule also

distort shell compression. Many efforts have been made to minimize the impact of

these features, by testing alternative capsule support systems [95], putting limits on

surface roughness [50], and reducing the size of the filltube [28]. These engineering

features impart small perturbations which get amplified as the capsule is compressed.

Shocks can cause Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) [89, 112, 105] growth of these small-scale

imperfections, which can be amplified by the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability [110,

134] during the main capsule acceleration. The combined effects of asymmetric

radiation drives and engineering features can lead to a distorted asymmetric shell at

stagnation, which has been shown to adversely affect performance [51, 22, 72, 48].

1.1.2 Direct drive ICF

In direct drive, laser beams are arranged in a nearly-spherical configuration

around the target, and the lasers directly ablate the outer surface of the fuel capsule.

Many direct drive experiments are carried out at the Omega laser facility at the

Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE), a laser system with 60 beams totaling in 30

kJ of energy.

Direct drive ICF experiments suffer from many of the same challenges as indirect

drive. The capsule stalk and ice roughness lead to RM and RT instabilities, and

symmetric compression is made challenging by the finite number of laser beams which

create discrete regions of focused light upon the capsule surface rather than smooth,

spherical irradiation. Many developments have been made to reduce irradiation non-

uniformities, including smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) [118, 117, 113], beam
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overlap, and polarization smoothing with distributed phase plates [69, 78]. These

technological developments have improved irradiation uniformity at Omega to less

than 1% RMS (root mean square) fluctuations averaged over 300 ps of irradiation

time, which is thought to have a minimal effect on implosion performance. The

major advantage of direct drive is the ability to couple the full energy of the laser

to the capsule – there are no losses of energy due to the X-ray conversion eficiency

of a hohlraum. However, achieving smooth irradiation and mitigating laser-plasma

interactions while scaling the system up to a laser the size of NIF remains a challenge.

1.2 Designing and interpreting ICF experiments

In direct and indirect drive, a central focus of ICF research is dedicated to miti-

gating and minimizing sources of asymmetries and performance degradation. Over-

coming these challenges is particularly difficult given the time and monetary ex-

pense of experiments. Researchers therefore rely heavily on computer simulations

to search for promising experimental designs – from changing the shape of the laser

pulse to modifying the power balance between laser beams to adjusting the amount

of dopant in the ablator. The codes used to simulate ICF experiments are com-

plex, integrating radiation hydrodynamics with atomic physics, nuclear burn, laser

and plasma physics, magentic field effects, and more [86]. At the extreme condi-

tions reached in ICF experiments, accurately modeling all of the physical processes

in high-dimensional integrated simulations is extremely expensive. Often simplifica-

tions must be made due to limitations in computational resources, and the simplified

models are not always well-validated.

Determining the accuracy of ICF codes is made even more challenging by the fact

that many of the initial conditions are not necesarily known a priori, or even measur-

able in experiments for post-shot modeling. For example, high-fideilty 3D integrated
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hohlraum simulations for indirect drive experiments are prohibitively expensive, and

thus one often runs low-resolution hohlraums in 2D that place symmerty constraints

on the system, however these simulations are often too low resolution to accurately

model the capsule as it is compressed by a factor of 20-30 in radius. Capsule-only

simulations, which can model the dynamics at high resolution with moderate com-

putational expense, are often used for detailed post-shot modeling. Capsule-only

simulations take the radiation drive that is generated by the hohlraum simulation,

and translate that to the imposed radiation field on the capsule. There is a loss

of information when mapping the drive generated in the hohlraum simulation into

a radiation drivefor the capsule simulation, and there is a risk that the hohlraum-

generated drive is not an accurate depiction of what happened in the experimnent.

Therefore, drive multipliers are often introduced – parameters that vary the ampli-

tude or the asymmetries of the drive as a function of time. These multipliers are

not known nor can they be measured, but they can be inferred by using the avail-

able experimental observables. Not knowing the correct simulation inputs required

to model an experiment is an important challenge addressed throughout this work

– it complicates the ability to decide if a simulation does not match an experiment

because the physics modeled in the code is incorrect, or if it is simply due to the

fact that the simulation inputs used were incorrect. Direct drive experiments do not

suffer as greatly from such complications, as they do not use hohlraums and thus the

simulation inputs for capsule-only simulations are directly comparable to the inputs

used in an experiment.

The process of inferring simulation inputs which are consistent with experimental

observations is often referred to as a “post-shot” analysis. Finding the simulation

that is most consistent with the experimental data is an important step in under-

standing the details of the experiment. Due to the extreme scales of the experiments,
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many of the diagnostics in ICF experiments can only record a limited amount of

information at a small number of time points throughout the implosion. Post-shot

simulations provide detailed information about the implosion that cannot be directly

measured, such as the pressure in the hotspot, residual kinetic energy, and entropy.

However, current post-shot analyses often do not take into account the full set of

experimental measurements. The simulation input space is prohbitively large, and

finding a simulation that is consistent with all of the experimental measurements is

a daunting task. Often, researchers explore a small number of unknown simulation

inputs, varying them a few at a time until the simulations match a few important

measurements within the experimental error bars. This process often misses a dis-

tribution of other potential simulation input settings that could result in a similar

quality match to experiment; thus there is a real possibility that interpretations of

such post-shot analyses could be biased, incomplete, or incorrect.

In this work, the overall goal is to develop techniques that will improve how we

design and understand ICF experiments. We take a data-driven approach, leveraging

modern machine learning algorithms and developing new methods when necessary

to bridge the gap between simulations and experiments. In the following section, I

outline my specific contributions to this effort that are discussed in detail throughout

the subsequent chapters.

1.3 Contributions of this work

The traditional process for designing an ICF experiment begins with a compu-

tational model of the implosion. Design parameters are hand-tuned to optimize the

implosion to achieve the outcome desired in the experiment. However, the experi-

mental observations often differ from the predictions, and the design is iterated upon

in light of the experimental observations. There are many processes in the design
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loop which can be made more efficient using modern data analysis techniques. For

example, simulation-based design optimization is readily automated with machine

learning and high-dimensional optimization algorithms, and machine learning tools

can aid in quantifying the disagreement between simulation predictions and experi-

mental observations. Throughout this dissertation, we demonstrate several ways in

which machine learning tools are improving the way we design and understand ICF

experiments.

We begin by demonstrating how machine learning models, or “surrogates” en-

able rapid simulation-based design optimization. In Chapter 2, we show that machine

learning models trained on one of the largest ICF simulation databases ever created

led to discovery of a new family of high performing, ovoid-shaped implosions. The

existence of such implosions challenges decades of ICF research suggesting asymme-

tries degrade implosion performance, and demonstrates the powerful capabilities of

simple machine learning models for improving experimental design.

While traditional machine learning models, like those used in the ovoid discov-

ery, are powerful for making point predictions for moderately complicated datasets,

these models are not accurate enough to quantitatively compare simulations and

experiments; such work requires surrogates that are extremely accurate and can

scale well to high-dimensional, high volume datasets. Furthermore, quantifying and

propagating uncertainties is a vital component for predicting the outcome of future

experiments, thus the surrogates should also account for the uncertainty in their own

predictions.

“Deep jointly-informed neural networks” (DJINN) was developed to address these

needs [61]. DJINN is a novel algorithm for designing robustly accurate deep neural

networks for arbitrary datasets without requiring manual tuning of the network or

expensive hyper-parameter optimization techniques. DJINN has enabled non-data
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science experts to easily train accurate deep neural networks with minimal effort,

and has been a vital component in our analyses of ICF data. Chapter 3 presents the

algorithm in detail, and demonstrates that DJINN often outperforms other methods

for designing and initializing deep neural networks.

An advantage of using deep neural network surrogates, like DJINN, is that they

are readily cast into an approximate Bayesian framework. In Chapter 4, we compare

the Bayesian formulation of DJINN to other Bayesian models for a variety of datasets.

We demonstrate the ability to perform parameter inference with DJINN via Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and inverse modeling, and compare the performance

of these techniques to standard MCMC inference.

In Chapter 5, we expand the use of DJINN for parameter inference to ICF

databases. DJINN is combined with autoencoder neural networks, designed for unsu-

pervised dimensionality reduction, to perform advanced post-shot analyses for NIF

ICF experiments. Rather than manually searching for a single set of simulation

inputs that are consistent with a few experimental observables, the neural network-

based post-shot searches for all of simulations inputs that are consistent with a large

number of experimental measurements. This technology is readily applied to other

high energy density physics experiments; for example, the technique is also used to

infer material properties from atomic emission spectra [122].

Parameter inference is an important problem for indirect drive experiments at

NIF, as values of many simulation inputs are unknown and cannot be measured.

The inferred values of inputs changes from one experiment to the next, thus inferring

inputs based on experimental observables only aids in understanding previous exper-

iments; it does not necessarily help create predictive models for future experiments.

Researchers are working on advanced Bayesian methods [33] for model calibration,

which use a collection of experiments to adjust a simulation-based surrogate model’s
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predictions to be more consistent with the experimental data.

As an alternative to Bayesian model calibration, we explore a machine learning

technique called “transfer learning” to calibrate simulation-based surrogate models

to experimental data. Transfer learning uses a neural network trained on a large set

of inexpensive data, freezes many of the layers of the neural network, then retrains

the last layers on a smaller, but related dataset to achieve a specific task. In ICF

we have large databases of simulations, but limited quantities of experimental data.

In Chapter 6, we demonstrate the ability to use transfer learning with DJINN to

calibrate neural networks trained on low fidelity simulations to high fidelity simula-

tions, then to experiments. This calibration technique is illustrated on a database

of direct drive simulations and a collection of experiments performed at the Omega

facility. We then use the experimentally-calibrated models to perform rapid design

optimization, and discuss how this approach compares to physics-guided iterative

design optimization.

We end with a chapter on time series data, which we see as the next big challenge

for incorpating the full suite of diagnostic information from our experiments into our

predictive models. Toward this end, we explore the use of sequence-to-sequence

models to predict the evolution of complex multi-physics systems in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 8, we summarize the major contributions of this work, and propose

future paths of exploration for applying machine learning to ICF data.
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2. MACHINE LEARNING-GUIDED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 1

Inertial confinement fusion is the process by which a hollow deuterium-tritium

(DT) fuel capsule is heated and compressed to extreme conditions to ignite a fusion

reaction [79, 135]. Ablator material on the outer surface of the capsule is heated

via impinging X-rays generated within a surrounding hohlraum (indirect drive), cre-

ating a rocket-like force that compresses the DT shell. Under ideal conditions, the

gas at the center of the capsule ignites a fusion burn wave that propagates outward,

consuming the fuel and releasing immense amounts of fusion energy. However, im-

plosion performance is sensitive to a variety of instabilities and asymmetries, making

ignition difficult to achieve experimentally [89, 112, 105, 110, 134].

Several processes that can lead to an asymmetric shell at stagnation are expected

to negatively impact performance [22, 72, 48, 51], thus one of the major goals of ICF

research is to produce a nearly spherical implosion. One way to accomplish this is

via the minimization of the sources of asymmetric stagnation, for example by placing

engineering tolerances on the capsule surfaces [50], reducing the effects of engineering

features [95, 28], and ensuring a uniform radiation drive [72, 138].

In this chapter we use a machine learning model trained on the largest ICF

simulation database ever created to search a vast design space for high-performing

implosions that are resilient to laser drive perturbations [106]. The “optimal” design

that the machine learning model finds reveals a nonlinear stabilization process for

ICF implosions that addresses drive and shell distortions via intentionally-generated

large scale flows within the hotspot. These flows, which are set up by driving the

1“Partially Reproduced with permission from “Zonal flow generation in inertial confinement
fusion implosions”, J. L. Peterson, K. D. Humbird, J. E. Field, S. T. Brandon, S. H. Langer, R. C.
Nora, B. K. Spears, and P. T. Springer, Physics of Plasmas 24, 032702 (2017), with the permission
of AIP Publishing.”
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capsule asymmetrically, shear off small scale instabilities and large scale asymmetries,

making the implosions robust to a variety of performance degradation sources. A

consequence of the asymmetric drive is an ovoid-shaped fuel shell at stagnation;

the high performance of such implosions challenges the notion that spherical shells

universally have the largest ignition margins.

We discuss the dataset, the learning algorithm, and how it predicted the existence

of the ovoid in the sections 2.1 and 2.2. In section 2.3, we confirm the machine

learning model’s prediction with a set of new simulations, and show that the ovoid

implosions are more resilient to drive and engineering feature perturbtations than

implosions which are driven symmetrically.

2.1 Surrogate models of ICF simulation data

Previous work illustrates the important role machine learning models, or “surro-

gates”, have played in improving the understanding of ICF implosions. For example,

the ignition threshold factor (ITF) and its experimental counterpart (ITFX) are sur-

rogate models fit to simulation and experimental data that quantify the margin of

ignition for an implosion [123, 51]. Several studies have used ensembles of simula-

tions to train surrogates for studying the effects of laser drive asymmetries [72], and

capsule fabrication imperfections [22] on implosion performance. These models have

provided valuable insight into the conditions for ignition, however they are restricted

to exploring low-dimensional design spaces due to computational limitations.

Advancements in supercomputer architecture and a novel on-the-fly data man-

agement technique [106] have been used to create what was then the largest collection

of two-dimensional ICF simulations using the code HYDRA [86]. Creating the en-

semble of simulations consumed roughly 39 million CPU-hours of computer resources

during the Open Science Phase I of the Trinity Supercomputer at Los Alamos Na-
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tional Laboratory and generated 5 petabytes of raw data that were processed using

a novel in-transit data analysis technique [74].

The dataset constitutes a nine-dimensional parameter scan of time-varying drive

magnitudes, drive asymmetries (described by Legendre modes P1, P2, P4), and cap-

sule gas fill densities. The baseline simulation is an axisymmetric variant of a high

density carbon (HDC) [57] NIF [91] implosion design, meant to ignite in 1D, with a

20 µm dopant layer of 3% Si embedded in the 75 µm-thick shell of 1108 µm outer

radius. Both the DT and the HDC use tabular equations of state (LEOS 1018 and

64 respectively [68, 126]) and opacities. The ice layer is 55 µm thick and the central

gas has a baseline density of 5 × 10−4 g/cm3. The initially Arbitrary-Lagrangian-

Eulerian mesh with 513 angular zones and 321 impedance matched radial zones

remaps to an entirely Eulerian elliptic mesh near stagnation. The nine-dimensional

study constitutes Latin hypercube sampling of a space around the baseline implo-

sion, with linearly varying drive magnitude A and asymmetry perturbations between

three time points (the end of the first shock “trough,” the end of the “rise” to peak

laser power and the end of “peak” radiation drive). All time-dependent perturba-

tions ramp up from time zero and down from the end of peak power. P1 and P4

have the same value at the three time points, but P2 and A can vary (see Fig. 2.2a

for an example). The data points are sampled linearly between ± [2, 10, 5, 25]%

for [P1, P2, P4, A]. The capsule gas fill density is sampled logarithmically between

0.2× and 5×, for a total of 9 independent variables.

Machine learning models are trained on the data to create a surrogate model

which emulates HYDRA in the 9D design space. The surrogates enable rapid explo-

ration throughout design space to search for an implosion that robustly ignites, even

under adverse conditions.
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2.2 Surrogate optimization to search for robust, high-yield implosions

Surrogate models learn to emulate computationally expensive simulations by in-

terpolating between the available simulation data points. Several machine learning

algorithms are considered for the ICF surrogates, but due to the high volume of data

and the presence of many cliff- and peak-like features that are not well resolved, most

algorithms are unable to accurately fit the data. The random forest algorithm [13],

which consists of an ensemble of decision trees trained on bootstrapped samples

of the dataset, displays the best performance for a variety of quantities of interest

(QOI), as shown in Fig. 2.1. The random forest surrogate for the logarithm of the

total energy yield (log10 Y ) achieves a ten-fold cross-validated mean prediction error

of 8%. (Explicitly, the surrogate model is trained on ten random subsets 80% of the

data and is tested on the remaining 20%: the mean error on the prediction for the

20% random hold-out points is 8%). We can also build surrogates for other physical

QOI in the database, such as DT fuel areal density (ρR), the first Legendre moments

of the DT shell (P0−8) and an ignition threshold factor metric [121] ITFX
.
= Y(ρR)2

at the time of peak energy production (“bang time”).

Once trained, the surrogate models can estimate QOI anywhere within the de-

sign space, allowing implosions that are not in the original dataset to be studied

without running additional, expensive simulations. The surrogates are particularly

well-suited for scanning the vast design space of simulation inputs to search for high

performing implosions. For example, due to the difficulty of controlling laser drive

symmetry in experiments, it is of great interest to locate a high yield “plateau” in

design space – a region of igniting implosions that are robust to variations in drive

and thus might be realistic candidates for experiments.

The yield surrogate lets us define a metric for quantifying robustness to drive
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of several machine learning algorithms for fitting the yield
data. The random forest (RF) shows significantly higher performance than the other
algorithms– support vector machine (SVM), Gaussian process (GP), k-nearest neigh-
bord regressor (kNN), and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS).
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asymmetries that can locate such plateaus. For this measure, we pick a point in

parameter space and with the surrogate make 1000 random input variations within

a Latin hypercube centered at that location with side length ∆ of 10% of the total

sample space. The number of surrogate evaluations that achieve Y > 1 MJ within

this volume serves as a local estimate of the probability of achieving high yield under

variable conditions: P(Y > 1|∆ = 0.1). This function serves as a smoothing operator

on the yield, filtering out narrow “peaks” of high performance in favor of more broad

“plateaus”.

To locate a robust, high quality implosion, we define a performance metric for

multi-dimensional optimization:

C = 10P + ITFX. (2.1)

The first term in Eq. 2.1 finds broad areas of parameter space that ignite, and

the second term finds locations that are high up the ignition cliff. We weight the first

term higher (which has a maximum value of unity) to make it of similar order as the

second term (which crosses the ignition threshold at 1, but can be over 10 for robustly

burning designs). Furthermore, since our operational space is nine-dimensional and

a single evaluation of P requires 1000 surrogate evaluations, we opt for a simplex

based optimization algorithm [98] to avoid gradient evaluations in the search for a

robust design.

The implosion which optimizes Eq. 2.1 is predicted to have fusion energy yield

and ITFX of 15.23 MJ and 23.1 MJ·(g/cm2)2, respectively, which can be compared

to the baseline implosion of 15.08 MJ in yield and an ITFX of 16.9 MJ·(g/cm2)2.

The drive that produces the optimal implosion is shown in Fig. 2.2a (additionally,

the optimal point has a 0.5× gas fill multiplier). Notably, this optimal point, which
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the baseline and optimal radiation drives and surrogate-
predicted bang time fuel shapes. Reproduced with permission from [106].

is predicted to robustly achieve high yield, has a time-varying P2 applied drive asym-

metry. Figure 2.2b compares the DT bang-time fuel shapes as predicted by the Pn

surrogate models for both the baseline and optimal drives. Due to the time-varying

asymmetry, the optimal drive’s stagnated shape is predicted not to be a sphere, but

an ovoid.

The surrogates also predict that the optimal ovoid implosion is more resistant

than the symmetrically driven baseline to other perturbations. Figure 2.3 shows

surrogate outputs for yield as the relative drive fluence
∫
T 4
r dt (normalized to the

baseline) is varied. To eliminate the effects of the remaining input parameters, the

optimal and symmetric implosions are compared with the same gas fill, P1, and P4

perturbations such that the change in performance is due to the P2 drive alone. Both

designs fall off in yield as the drive is reduced. However, while adding a −2.5% P4 to

the baseline design requires a relative fluence of 1.1 for ignition, the optimal design
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Figure 2.3: The surrogate prediction for yield under changing peak drive, as repre-
sented by the total normalized drive fluence

∫
T 4
r dt/(

∫
T 4
r dt)baseline for the baseline

(round) and optimal ovoid (optm) cases. The optimal ignites with a relative fluence
of slightly greater than 1.0, even under an applied P4 perturbation. The baseline
requires a relative fluence of more than 1.10 to ignite under an applied P4. The
multiple lines for each implosion represent variations in performance due to varying
the relative amplitude of the drive during the trough, rise, and peak of the pulse,
while ensuring that the drive integrates to the indicated relative fluence.
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ignites with a relative fluence of around 1.01.

To investigate the movement of the ignition cliff further, yield contours predicted

by the surrogates are shown in Fig. 2.4 for varying P2 drives on the rise to peak

power (PP
2 ) and at the end of the peak radiation drive (PP

2 ). The overlaying white

contour lines correspond to the surrogate-predicted P2 moment of the fuel radius

at bang time, and the black point indicates the location of the optimal implosion.

There is a broad, high yield ridge along a line compensating PR
2 and PP

2 drives, with

higher yields favoring a negative PR
2 and positive PP

2 . This compensating drive does

not result in a round implosion, but an ovoid with positive P2, as shown by the

bang time fuel P2 contours. Under the addition of a P1 perturbation, the high yield

ridge contracts toward more extreme compensating drives which results in P2 of up

to 40%. The optimal implosion remains within the cliff boundaries while the round

implosion falls to low yield. The high yield ridge appears to extend beyond the

boundaries of the design space, suggesting that there may exist an implosion with

higher performance than the optimal point if more extreme compensating P2 drive

perturbations are considered.

2.3 HYDRA simulations of the optimal implosion

To confirm the surrogate predictions of a robust ovoid implosion at a location

not explicitly in the original simulation database, a series of 2D HYDRA simulations

are performed for the optimal point and for a symmetric simulation with the same

drive amplitude and gas fill, so that any differences are due solely to the time-varying

drive asymmetry. To isolate alpha-particle bootstrapping from hydrodynamic effects,

“burn-off” simulations with a reduced fusion cross-section are also performed.

Figure 2.5 illustrates how the ovoid shape arises from the applied time-dependent

P2 drive asymmetry. First, asymmetric shock bounce seeds vorticity in the gas.
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Figure 2.4: Contours of the surrogate prediction for the yield for varying P2 on the
rise to peak power (PR

2 ) and at the end of the peak radiation drive (PP
2 ) without (left)

and with (right) an applied P1 perturbation. The orange point indicates the optimal
implosion. High yield implosions lie along a ridge of compensating P2 drives (negative
on the rise, positive at the peak), with the ridge shifting to require more extreme
drives to reduce the effects of an applied P1. Overlaying contour lines for the P2

moment of the fuel at bang time illustrate that the P2 drive that maximizes yield does
not result in a round implosion, but an ovoid with positive P2. The polar plot on the
right illustrates the shape of the fuel shell at stagnation for the implosions indicated
by the corresponding colored dots in the contour plot, confirming the implosions
along the ridge of high yield are ovoids. Reproduced with permission from [106].
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Figure 2.5: Generation of zonal flows within the capsule as a result of the time-
dependent asymmetric radiation drive. During the rise to peak power, the negative
P2 drive compresses the capsule along the equator, forming axial gets as the gas
meets on axis (left). At peak power, the positive P2 drive squeezes the capsule on
the poles, preventing the jets from escaping (center) and causes the flow to circle in
on itself, forming coaxial, counter-propagating vortex rings (right).

Then the negative P2 drive on the rise to peak power squeezes the capsule along the

equator; as the compressed gas meets on axis, it forms axial jets (left of Fig. 2.5).

At peak power, the positive P2 drive squeezes the poles of the capsule, preventing

the jets from escaping (center of Fig. 2.5). The flow circles on itself, forming two

co-axial counter-propagating vortex rings (right of Fig. 2.5). Figure 2.6 illustrates

the ovoid implsoion at stagnation. The exterior shell conforms to the vortex rings,

forming an ovoid, and the central gas is trapped in a vorticity quadrupole. The

hotspot is elongated, and does not align with the high-pressure central core. Strong

coherent flows exist throughout the hotspot, so that the cold dense shell on the

equator accretes into the central high-pressure region, burns, and exhausts via the

poles.

The flows appear to nonlinearly suppress the growth of hydrodynamic instabili-

ties. Figure 2.7 shows the upper right section of the stagnating shell for a burn-off
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Figure 2.6: Burn-off ovoid implosion at the time of peak energy production. The
arrows indicate the velocity field, illustrating the formation of counter-propagating
coaxial vortex rings within the fuel shell. The colored contours indicate the ion
temperature on the left, and the pressure on the right. The density of the fuel shell
is shown in black; the shell is thicker near the equator, where fuel accretes into the
hotspot, burns, and leaves via the poles. Reproduced with permission from [106].
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Figure 2.8: The local shearing rate of the eddy in Fig. 2.7 is larger than both the
deceleration Rayleigh-Taylor growth rate (Eq. 2.2) or the shell breakup rate (Eq. 2.3).
Reproduced with permission from [106].

ovoid implosion with added performance degradation sources: ice surface roughness

(at NIF ignition specifications [51]) and a capsule support tent (calibrated to a 100

nm tent on an HDC capsule [143]). The roughness on the inner ice surface seeds a

large on-axis jet directed down toward the central hotspot, while the capsule support

tent creates a visible low-density “scar” on the shell. The background flows meets

the axis jet head-on, forming a high velocity (> 300 km/s) shearing layer that directs

the jet away from the hotspot. The same shear layer directs the flow field tangential

to the tent scar, reducing convective loss through the hole.

The shearing in Fig. 2.7 appears strong enough to compete with shell distortions

that occur during deceleration. The local shear rate can be estimated as the ratio of

the local velocity to the eddy size. The eddy in Fig. 2.7 is roughly 5 µm across with an

average velocity of 225 µm/ns, which gives a shearing rate of 45 ns−1. Perturbations

on the shell evolve at a characteristic rate that can be estimated as either the RT
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growth rate or the inverse of the shell breakup time τ [62]. The RT growth rate is

given by Eq. 2.2:

γRT = α

√
kg

1 + kLm

− βkva, , (2.2)

where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation on the inner surface of the shell

with characteristic density scale length Lm, va is the local ablation velocity, g is the

deceleration, and α ' 0.9 and β ' 1.4. The shell breakup time is estimated by:

τ =

√
2πR (ρR)shell

lPstag

, (2.3)

for some mode number l = kR on a shell with areal density (ρR)shell stagnating

against a hotspot with pressure Pstag. Figure 2.8 shows that the eddy shear rate

is larger than both rates predicted by Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3, suggesting that the shear

flows present in the ovoid are potentially strong enough to impact the growth of shell

perturbations during capsule deceleration.

Figure 2.9 shows contours of yield > 1 MJ for the round and ovoid implosions with

varying levels of applied P4 asymmetry and tent amplitude. The performance of both

implosions falls off with increasing perturbation strength, but the ovoid implosion

maintains high yield for a larger parameter range. For instance, the ovoid produces

> 9 MJ with a 300 nm tent and +3% P4, where the round implosion fails to ignite.

In all, these new simulations confirm the surrogate predictions of an asymmetric

ovoid implosion that is more resilient to perturbations than symmetrically driven

one-dimensional designs. The resilency of the ovoid implosions is attributable to

the generation of large scale zonal flows at stagnation, that protect the hotspot

from engineering and asymmetry perturbations that are observed to degrade the

performance of spherical implosions.
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2.4 Conclusions

A machine learning algorithm trained on the largest ensemble of ICF implosion

simulations led to the discovery of a new class of robustly igniting implosions. These

implosions are ovoid in shape, challenging the well-accepted notion that spherical im-

plosions uniformly outperform aspherical ones. The ovoids are intentionally driven

by strong time-varying drive asymmetries, which serve to set up large-scale zonal

flows at stagnation, making them more robust than spherical implosions to pertur-

bations from the laser drive and shell imperfections, due to locally strong shearing

rates induced by the flows.

Additional work must be completed to evaluate the possibility of achieving an

ovoid implosion in experiments. The simulations in this study were 2D capsule-only

simulations, subject to axisymmetric constraints; exploring the stability of the flow

configurations in 3D capsule simulations is a priority. If the ovoids are robustly

stable in 3D capsule simulations, we will move toward integrated hohlraum simula-

tions to aid in determining the experimental requirements necessary for achieving

the desired time-varying P2 radiation drive asymmetry. It may be possible to exper-

imentally create these implosions with current capabilities at the NIF. Near-vacuum

hohlraums (NVH) [9], which are designed to counter a late-time polar drive with

early time equatorial drive, may already operate near this regime (indeed similar

flow patterns have been observed in some integrated NVH simulations of current

NIF designs [8]). Mapping out the experimental signatures of zonal flow dominated

hotspots is therefore another priority.

The ovoid implosions challenge decades of research that suggest drive asymmetries

are detrimental to implosion performance, and present a new approach to achieving

ignition in experiments. The machine-learning guided discovery and characterization
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of the ovoids suggests a new paradigm for understanding and exploring complex

systems via modern data analysis techniques.
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3. DEEP JOINTLY-INFORMED NEURAL NETWORKS 1

The machine learning-guided discovery of the ovoid implosion is an illustrative

example of the benefits of augmenting physics studies with modern data analysis.

While the random forest machine learning algorithm produces models that are ac-

curate enough for tasks such as design optimization, this project illustrated several

shortfalls of black-box machine learning methods. In particular, the random forests

struggled to accurately model high gradient features in the response surfaces, such as

the “ignition cliff” in which the yield rapidly changes by several orders of magnitude.

The applications in which we wish to use surrogate models (post-shot modeling of

experiments, Bayesian calibration, and more) require the models to accurately cap-

ture the ignition cliff. Furthermore, we are interested in propagating and quantifying

uncertainties, and it is thus important to consider surrogate models which estimate

prediction uncertaintity due to the sparsity of training data. We turn our attention

to deep neural networks: models that are flexible enough to capture highly complex

response surfaces, and which can be readily extended into an approximate Bayesian

framework via the recent advancements with dropout and other regularization tech-

niques [34].

3.1 Introduction

Deep neural networks are quickly becoming one of the most popular tools in

machine learning due to their success at solving a wide range of problems– from

language translation [145, 2], to image recognition [116, 46, 77], to playing Atari [83,

36]. Neural networks trained via supervised learning are capable of discovering subtle

1Reproduced from “Deep Neural Network Initialization With Decision Trees’, K. D. Humbird,
J. L. Peterson. R. G. McClarren, IEEE TNNLS 10.1109/TNNLS.2018.2869694 (2018), with the
permission of IEEE.
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relationships between variables that make them well-suited for creating “surrogate”

models for complex physical systems. Surrogate models approximate complicated

response surfaces by interpolating between a set of sparse data that is typically

expensive to acquire. The models provide a method for studying a continuum of

designs rapidly, without resorting to costly computer simulations or experiments.

Many machine learning algorithms can be used to create surrogates, but neural

networks offer several distinct advantages: they are scalable to large volumes of high

dimensional data, have low memory demands, and can be readily updated as new

data becomes available.

Despite the flexibility of neural networks, the application of deep learning to study

physics-based problems has been slow to increase in popularity. In part, the limited

use of neural networks by non-experts is due to the difficulty of training an accurate

model. There are an infinite number of design options, including the activation

function, learning rate, regularization methods, and the network architecture: the

number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each layer. Often, changes in

these settings can yield wildly different results. Datasets of interest for physics-based

systems are often from high dimensional design spaces that are under-sampled and

represent complex, nonlinear processes. The choice of neural network architecture

for such data can significantly impact the training efficiency and accuracy of the

model, and there exist few guidelines for determining appropriate settings that are

robust across a multitude of problems.

In many cases, simple machine learning algorithms can produce reasonably ac-

curate surrogate models with minimal effort from the user. For example, decision

tree-based algorithms, such as random forests or extremely randomized trees, have

been successful at modeling a variety of physics-based datasets [13, 17, 38]. Tree-

based models are robustly accurate and have few hyper-parameters that need to be
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tuned, making them convenient “black box” algorithms. However, traditional trees

are confined to on-axis splits, limiting the accuracy of the model, and the memory

demands for storing an ensemble of trees is high for complex data.

To create a black box neural network, the user-friendly features of tree-based

models can be combined with the accuracy, flexibility, and scalability of deep neural

networks. Several studies have explored the possibility of mapping decision trees and

random forests to neural networks [115, 136, 6, 11, 142]. One particularly successful

approach maps trees to equivalent two hidden layer neural networks, with the number

of neurons in each layer related to the number of leaves in the decision tree [115, 11].

The mapping “warm starts” the neural network training process by initializing the

network in a state that performs similarly to the decision tree; after additional train-

ing, the neural network achieves higher accuracy than the original tree-based model.

Although the two hidden layer models perform well for moderately-sized datasets,

the networks can become quite wide for high-dimensional nonlinear regression prob-

lems with complex decision trees, making subsequent training difficult for limited-size

datasets.

While it is possible to fit any function with a sufficiently wide, shallow neural

network [59], studies suggest that deep networks often perform better than wide

networks with a similar number of neurons [43]. Including more hidden layers allows

for higher levels of interaction between parameters, thus deep networks can discover

nonlinear relationships not discernible with only two hidden layers. Based on this

observation, we propose a novel mapping from decision trees to deep neural networks.

The mapping produces a network with a specific number of hidden layers, neurons per

hidden layer, and a set of initial weights that reflect the decision tree structure. The

neural network is subsequently trained using back-propagation to optimize predictive

performance. The algorithm is called “deep jointly-informed neural networks”, or
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DJINN, as the final neural network is informed by an underlying decision tree model

and the standard training method of back-propagation.

In the following sections, DJINN is described in detail and compared to a variety

of other neural network models for regression and classification datasets. In section

3.2, the algorithm for mapping from trees to initialized neural networks is presented

and illustrated with a few examples. In section 3.3, DJINN is presented as a “warm

start” method for training deep neural networks and is compared to other warm

start and weight initialization techniques. Section 3.4 compares DJINN, which de-

termines the neural network architecture based on the structure of a decision tree,

to a Bayesian hyper-parameter optimization method for selecting an appropriate ar-

chitecture. Although DJINN does not attempt to optimize the architecture of the

neural network, it displays comparable performance to optimized architectures at

a significantly lower computational cost. Overall, DJINN is observed to be a ro-

bustly accurate and user-friendly method for creating deep neural networks to solve

a variety of classification and regression tasks.

3.2 Deep Jointly-Informed Neural Networks

The DJINN algorithm determines an appropriate deep neural network architec-

ture and weight initialization that utilizes the dependency structure of a decision

tree trained on the data. The algorithm can be broken into 3 steps: constructing the

ensemble of decision trees, mapping from trees to neural networks, and fine-tuning

the neural networks via back-propagation. In the following sections, each step is

presented in detail and the mapping is illustrated with a few simple examples.

3.2.1 Decision tree construction

The first step of the DJINN algorithm is the construction of the decision tree-

based model. This can be a single decision tree that will result in a single neural
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network, or an ensemble of trees, such as random forests [13], that will produce an

ensemble of neural networks. The depth of the trees is often limited to avoid the

creation of excessively large neural networks; the maximum tree depth is a hyper-

parameter that should be tuned for each dataset.

3.2.2 Mapping decision trees to deep neural networks

The DJINN algorithm chooses a deep neural network architecture and a set of

initial weights based on the structure of a decision tree. The mapping is not intended

to reproduce the decision tree, but instead takes the decision paths as guidance for

the network architecture and weight initialization.

While neural networks are initialized layer by layer, decision trees are typically

stored by decision path. The paths begin at the top branch of the tree, and follow the

left, and then the right, side of every decision until a leaf (prediction) is reached. The

manner in which trees are stored makes them difficult to navigate according to depth,

but simple to traverse recursively. When mapping from tree to neural network, it is

easiest if the structure of the tree is known before initializing neural network weights,

thus the decision paths are recursed through twice: first to determine the structure,

then to initialize the weights.

The primary branch of the tree is defined as the l = 0 level. The levels then

increase from l = [1, Dt] where Dt is the maximum tree depth, often specified by the

user. The maximum branch depth is defined as Db = Dt − 1, as the last level of a

decision tree contains only leaves. The mapped neural network has Dt total layers: an

input layer at l = 0, Db hidden layers, and an output layer. The output layer contains

one neuron per label for multi-label classification, or one neuron for single-output

regression problems. Multi-output regression is accommodated by performing the

mapping on multi-output decision trees [104], and including one neuron per target
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variable in the output layer.

Algorithm 1 outlines the process of initializing the DJINN network for a single

tree. If an ensemble method is desired, a random forest or extremely randomized tree

model can be used, and the mapping is repeated for each tree to create an ensemble

of neural networks.

The variance of the normal distribution used to initialize nonzero DJINN weights

is 3/(nprev + ncur), where nprev and ncur are the numbers of neurons in the previous

and current hidden layers, respectively. Biases for each neuron are randomly sampled

from the same distribution. This is a variant of the popular Xavier initializer [41, 133].

The variance of the distribution is designed to keep the scale of the gradients roughly

the same in all layers of a deep neural network. Weights that are used to pass input

variables or leaf values through the hidden layers are initialized to unity in order to

preserve their value.

3.2.3 Optimizing the neural networks

Once the trees have been mapped into initialized neural networks, subsequent

tuning of the weights is carried out using back-propagation. For the examples pre-

sented in the following sections, the neural networks are trained using Google’s deep

learning software Tensorflow [1]. The activation function used at each hidden layer

is the rectified linear unit (ReLu), which generally performs well for deep neural net-

works [97, 23] and can exactly retain the values of neurons in previous hidden layers.

The Adam optimizer [70] is used to minimize the cost function, which is mean squared

error (MSE) for regression, and cross-entropy with logits for classification [24].

3.2.4 Examples mapping from trees to DJINN models

Figure 3.1 shows a simple example of a decision tree and the initialized DJINN

neural network. Following the steps outlined in the algorithm, the mapping is per-
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Algorithm 1 DJINN Tree to Neural Network Mapping

1: Recurse through paths of the decision tree:
· Determine max branch depth (Db)
· Count number of branches at each level Nb(l)
· Record max depth each input occurs as a branch:
Lmax
i

. For a max branch depth Db, there will be Db hidden layers, an input layer with
Nin neurons, and an output layer with Nout (regression) or Nclass (classification)
neurons in the neural network. Each hidden layer will have n(l) neurons, where

n(l) = n(l − 1) +Nb(l) (3.1)

This “copies” the previous hidden layer and adds “new” neurons for each branch
in the current level of the tree.

2: Create arrays W l of dimension n(l) x n(l − 1), l=1,...,Db, and WDb+1 with di-
mension n(Db) x Nout (or Nclass) to store initial weights. Initialize arrays to
0.

3: For each input i=0,1,...,Nin-1:
· Set W l

i,i = 1 for l < Lmax
i

. This ensures input values are passed through hidden layers until the decision
tree no longer splits on them.

4: Recurse through decision paths of the tree:
For levels l=1,...,Db:

For each node c in level l:
·Define p as the neuron created by the
parent branch
If c = branch:

. According to Eq. 3.1, a new
neuron has been added to layer l
· Initialize W l

new,p∼ N (0, σ2),
connecting branch p and new neuron
· Initialize W l

new,c∼ N (0, σ2),
connecting branch c and new neuron

If c = leaf:
· Initialize W l

p,p ∼ N (0, σ2), l=l+1 ...Db-1

· Initialize WDb
p,out ∼ N (0, σ2)

. Classification: out = neuron for the class

. Regression: out = output neurons
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the DJINN mapping for a simple decision tree. Gray neu-
rons are initially unconnected; if biases are randomly initialized to negative values,
the neurons cannot learn and are thus not included in the final DJINN architecture.

formed as follows:

1. • The maximum tree depth is Dt = 3, as indicated by the numbers l =

0, ..., 3.

• There are (1, 1, 2, 0) branches in each level of the tree

• The maximum depth at which each input occurs as a branch is given by:

Lmax
i = (2, 1, 2) for x1, x2, and x3.

2. The neural network architecture is shown in Fig. 3.1; initially all weights are

set to zero.

3. Set W l
i,i = 1 for l < Lmax

i ; this “retains” the input values through the hidden

layers until they are no longer used as branches. In the figure, this step is
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represented by the horizontal red (labeled 1) and blue (2) connections for x1

and x3, respectively.

4. • Start with leftmost branch (red, 1). This node is a leaf, which uses x1 to

determine if the output is class A. The horizontal red connections propa-

gate the value of the parent, x1, through the hidden layers to the output

layer, then connect to class A.

• Consider the yellow path (2) in the tree:

– For l=1 the node is a branch splitting on x2, with parent x1. One

of the “new” neurons in l=1 of the neural network represents this

decision. Connect x1 and x2 to this neuron (yellow, 2).

– For l=2 there is a branch splitting on x1; connect the parent (new

neuron in l=1) and x1 to a new neuron in l=2 (yellow, 2).

– For l=3 there are two leaves, connect the parent (new neuron in l=2)

to class A (yellow, 2) and B (green, 3).

• Move to the rightmost path of the tree:

– The l=1 layer, which created a new neuron that accepts x1 and x2 in

l=1 of the network, has already been mapped.

– For l=2 there is a branch splitting on x3; connect the parent (new

neuron in l=1 of the neural network) and x3 to a new neuron in l=2

(blue, 4).

– For l=3 there are two leaves; connect the parent (new neuron in l=2)

to class A (blue, 4) or B (purple, 5).

In step 4, all “connections” are non-zero weights initialized from the Xavier nor-

mal distribution as described previously, unless already initialized to unity. Qual-
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itatively, the algorithm maps decision paths in the tree to decision paths through

the network. Neurons which are not initially connected are randomly included in

the final architecture; all biases are randomly initialized from a normal distribution,

thus neurons with positive biases can be trained. The inclusion of extra degrees of

freedom allows for the neural network to correct for inaccuracies in the decision tree

during training.

As decision trees are sequences of logical operations, further insight into the

mapping can be gained by considering how DJINN initializes networks to solve simple

logic problems. Figure 3.2 illustrates the decision tree and DJINN mapping for three

logic operations that have unique decision tree structures: the IF, OR, and XOR

statements. The connections in the initialized DJINN networks indicate nonzero

weights and all biases are random. Gray neurons represent those that are not initially

connected, but could be included in training if randomly assigned a positive bias.

For the IF x statement, the tree contains a single decision based on the value

of x. DJINN reproduces this decision path by connecting the input x to either 0

or 1; knowing the value of x alone is enough to solve the problem. Two decisions

are needed to solve the OR problem: if x≥0 the answer is 1, otherwise it needs to

also consider the value of y. If x<0 and y≥0 the answer is 1, otherwise the answer

is 0. In the DJINN mapping of this tree, the value of x is passed directly to the

output class 1, as shown by the red connections; mimicking the left side of the tree.

To mimic the right side of the tree, both the values of x and y are passed to the

last neuron in the hidden layer, which is then connected to classes 0 and 1. The

XOR operation requires knowledge of x and y to determine the correct class. The

DJINN initialization has two hidden neurons that receive both x and y, which then

connect to the output layer. For the OR and XOR problems, the gray neurons that

are randomly included can correct for errors in the decision tree. For simple logic
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Figure 3.2: Truth tables, decision trees, and DJINN-initialized neural networks for
logical operations IF(x), OR, and XOR. Decision paths in the tree are mapped to
paths through the neural network, indicated by color. Gray neurons are initially
unconnected; if biases are randomly initialized to negative values, the neurons cannot
learn and are thus not included in the final DJINN architecture.
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operations, the presence of additional neurons is not necessary, but for complicated

problems the decision tree is often too simple to accurately model the data.

Since decision trees are a series of logical operations, DJINN initialization can

also be viewed as such. When a branch splits into two additional branches, there is

an XOR-like decision; when a branch splits into a branch and a leaf there is an OR-

like decision, and when a branch splits into two leaves, there is an IF-like decision.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1: the first decision is OR-like– the red and yellow

connections in the neural network from Fig. 3.1 match those in Fig. 3.2. The next

decision is XOR-like– the yellow and blue connections between l=1 and l=2 in Fig.

3.1 match those from the XOR in Fig. 3.2. Finally, there are two IF-like decisions,

which connect the neurons from the final hidden layer to the outputs as shown by

the blue/purple and yellow/green connections in Fig. 3.1.

Currently, the thresholds of the logical operations are tuned during training; a

potential path for improving the algorithm is to encode the decision tree thresholds

into the neural network initialization procedure.

3.3 DJINN Performance

The ease of use of the DJINN algorithm makes it an attractive method for general

researchers to create neural network-based surrogate models for complex datasets.

Unlike hyper-parameter optimization algorithms used to design neural networks

[111, 150], DJINN does not require expensive searches through high-dimensional

parameter spaces in order to determine a suitable neural network architecture and

weight initialization.

In the following sections, the performance of DJINN is compared to alternative

methods for neural network design and initialization for a variety of regression and

classification datasets. In section III A, the benefits of using DJINN as an ensemble
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method are explored, followed by a comparison to shallow neural networks initialized

from decision trees in section III B. In section III C, the importance of the initial

topology of the DJINN weights is illustrated by comparing DJINN to other initial-

izations: densely connected topologies, and sparsely-connected initial weights that

do not leverage the dependency structure of the data learned by a decision tree. The

DJINN initialization is shown to provide a warm-start to the training process for

a variety of datasets, allowing the models to achieve higher predictive performance

than non-informative initialization techniques in a fixed amount of training time.

3.3.1 DJINN as an ensemble method

The DJINN algorithm maps a decision tree to a deep neural network with an

architecture and initial weights that reflect the dependency structure of the data

learned by the tree. In practice, ensembles of decision trees, such as random forests

[13] or extra-trees models [38] often exhibit significantly higher performance than

individual decision trees. In the ensemble approach, each tree is trained on a ran-

dom subset of the data and gains complementary knowledge about the relationship

between the input and target variables. Each tree makes its own prediction for the

target variables, and the model reports the mean prediction of the ensemble. In-

creasing the number of trees in the ensemble improves predictive performance up to

some maximum number of trees, at which point the model begins to over-fit to the

training data.

Similar to the random forest from which DJINN is mapped, the performance of

DJINN improves as the number of trees included in the ensemble increases. Figure 3.3

plots the predictive performance of DJINN as the number of tree-initialized neural

networks increases; the mean squared error (MSE) is normalized by the MSE of

the single-tree model. The bold line shows the mean value from a five-fold cross-
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Figure 3.3: MSE (normalized by the MSE of one tree) as a function of the num-
ber of trees included in the DJINN ensemble for various regression datasets. The
performance of the model improves as the number of trees is increased.

validation score, and the error bars represent the standard deviation of the score.

The cross-validation is performed by randomly splitting the data into training (80%)

and testing (20%) groups with a fixed random seed, such that each model sees the

five same permutations of training and testing data.

Included in Figure 3.3 are three standard regression datasets: California housing

prices [102], Boston housing prices [52], and diabetes disease progression [29]. DJINN

is also tested on a novel database of inertial confinement nuclear fusion (ICF) implo-

sion simulations [74] from Chapter 2. The ICF dataset consists of 46,416 points Latin
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hypercube sampled from a nine-dimensional input space. The output of interest is

the yield: the thermonuclear energy produced in the implosion. The yield response

surface has proved challenging to fit with common machine learning algorithms [106],

as there are many nonlinear cliff- and peak-like features that are not well resolved by

the data. A 300-tree random forest regressor [13], mentioned in Chapter 2, proved

to be the most successful model, with a mean prediction error of approximately 10%

and an explained variance score of 0.92.

The models are trained with fixed hyper-parameter settings, summarized in Table

4.1. Features in each dataset are scaled between [0,1] prior to training, but perfor-

mance metrics such as MSE and mean absolute error (MAE) are reported in unscaled

units, unless otherwise noted.

For each of the regression datasets, the error of the DJINN model decreases with

the number of trees included in the model; this behavior is characteristic of the

random forest from which DJINN is mapped. In tree-based ensemble methods, there

is typically a minimum number of trees that achieves low prediction error; adding

more trees yields diminishing improvements in performance, and eventually leads to

over-fitting. In the following sections, DJINN is always evaluated as an ensemble

method with ten trees per model.

Ensemble methods are becoming popular for various neural network applica-

tions; in particular, recent work has shown that attention models exhibit improved

performance when treated as ensembles. Attention models are popular for exploit-

ing dependencies between variables, particularly for time series and sequence data

[5, 140, 82]. Rather than using a single attention model, it has been observed that

using an ensemble of models, in which each model is initialized with a different

structure to extract complementary information from the data, often leads to supe-

rior performance [120]. This is analogous to the improvements seen in DJINN, in
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Table 3.1: Neural network hyper-parameters used for each dataset.

Dataset # Epochs
Learn.
Rate

Batch
Size

Max. Tree
Depth

Boston housing 300 0.006 21 5
CA housing 200 0.006 826 5

Diabetes 50 0.0001 1 5
ICF Yield 300 0.008 1857 5

Iris 100 0.006 6 3
Digits 300 0.003 72 3
Wine 50 0.004 8 3

Breast cancer 100 0.006 7 4

which each neural network is initialized with a different dependency structure learned

by the trees in the random forest. The importance of this dependency structure will

be emphasized in the next sections.

3.3.2 Comparison to shallow tree-initialized neural networks

Other algorithms for mapping decision trees to two-hidden layer neural networks

are observed to act as “warm-starts” to neural network training [115, 11]. In the

first two rows of Table 3.2, DJINN is compared to two-hidden layer networks for the

regression datasets presented in Figure 3.3. The first two rows of Table 3.3 show the

performance of the models for four standard classification datasets: the iris flower

[31], digits [64], wine [32], and breast cancer [127]. DJINN and the two-hidden layer

model (abbreviated 2HL) are evaluated as ensemble methods; the trees are mapped

from ten-tree random forests, and the ensemble prediction is the mean of the ten

individual predictions. The networks are trained with the hyper-parameters summa-

rized in Table 4.1 on five fixed permutations of training and testing data to produce

cross-validation scores. The performance metrics include MSE, mean absolute error

(MAE) and explained variance (EV) for regression, and recall, precision, and accu-

racy for classification. Student’s t-tests between the MSE values for DJINN and the
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Table 3.2: Model performances for regression tasks. The mean and standard devia-
tion of five-fold cross-validation metrics are reported for each model. The p-value is
computed with a Student’s t-test between the test MSE values for DJINN and the
other models. Bold blue values highlight comparisons in which DJINN has a lower
error than the other method with p<0.05; bold red values highlight when DJINN
has higher error than the other method with p<0.05.

Boston CA Housing
Model MSE MAE EV p MSE MAE EV p
DJINN 7.289±1.541 1.840±0.105 0.915±0.014 0.233±0.011 0.318±0.006 0.826±0.010
2HL 8.393±4.568 1.965±0.346 0.903±0.059 0.622 0.307±0.009 0.381±0.008 0.766±0.007 3.110E-06
Random-Dense 8.440±1.897 1.906±0.101 0.901±0.020 0.323 0.247±0.011 0.327±0.007 0.816±0.009 0.004
Random-Sparse 7.326±0.707 1.898±0.062 0.914±0.009 0.962 0.270±0.006 0.347±0.009 0.798±0.006 2.009E-4
Bayesian Opt. 7.556±0.815 2.034±0.068 0.910±0.007 0.740 0.305±0.011 0.377±0.012 0.772±0.006 8.470E-06

Diabetes Yield
Model MSE MAE EV p MSE MAE EV p
DJINN 3154±339.9 43.391±2.006 0.455±0.100 0.018±0.002 0.063±0.003 0.990±0.001
2HL 3108±153.3 43.456±1.381 0.421±0.043 0.787 0.031±0.005 0.088±0.012 0.983±0.003 8.380E-4
Random-Dense 3414±266.5 44.704±1.716 0.383±0.055 0.215 0.021±0.001 0.067±0.003 0.989±0.001 0.045
Random-Sparse 3045±188.5 43.783±1.268 0.461±0.061 0.547 0.049±0.007 0.111±0.011 0.973±0.003 9.880E-06
Bayesian Opt. 2376±107.1 38.895±1.519 0.584±0.044 0.001 0.023±0.003 0.081±0.008 0.988±0.001 0.020

2HL model give the p-value listed in the final column for each dataset.

DJINN has consistently higher predictive performance than the two hidden layer

model for the regression datasets; the p-values indicate the improvements of DJINN

are statistically significant for two of the four datasets. DJINN often achieves slightly

higher predictive accuracy for classification tasks, but the improvements over the 2HL

model are not statistically significant.

In general, the performance of DJINN is comparable to existing methods for

mapping trees to initialized neural networks for simple datasets, but has higher

predictive accuracy for regression tasks. As the complexity of the data increases, it

is expected that the deep structure of DJINN will have advantages over the wide,

shallow networks, which tend to require more data and time to train [43].
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Table 3.3: Model performances on classification tasks. The mean and standard
deviation of five-fold cross-validation metrics are reported for each model. The p-
value is computed with a Student’s t-test between the test accuracy values for DJINN
and the other models. Bold blue values highlight comparisons in which DJINN has
a lower error than the other method with p<0.05; bold red values highlight when
DJINN has higher error than the other method with p<0.05.

Iris Digits
Model Recall Precision Accuracy p Recall Precision Accuracy p
DJINN 0.987±0.020 0.980±0.029 0.983±0.025 0.973±0.010 0.977±0.008 0.976±0.009
2HL 0.950±0.052 0.959±0.045 0.959±0.045 0.144 0.971±0.015 0.971±0.015 0.972±0.015 0.549
Random-Dense 0.982±0.019 0.975±0.027 0.978±0.023 0.289 0.976±0.011 0.979±0.009 0.978±0.010 0.667
Random-Sparse 0.988±0.011 0.979±0.019 0.983±0.015 0.289 0.971±0.005 0.972±0.004 0.972±0.004 0.303
Bayesian Opt. 0.980±0.015 0.980±0.014 0.978±0.016 0.147 0.964±0.021 0.965±0.021 0.965±0.020 0.240

Breast Cancer Wine
Model Recall Precision Accuracy p Recall Precision Accuracy p
DJINN 0.960±0.012 0.954±0.019 0.960±0.013 0.982±0.019 0.975±0.027 0.978±0.023
2HL 0.965±0.016 0.961±0.027 0.972±0.021 0.291 0.981±0.020 0.977±0.027 0.978±0.023 1.000
Random-Dense 0.959±0.014 0.958±0.018 0.960±0.016 1.000 0.982±0.019 0.975±0.027 0.978±0.023 1.000
Random-Sparse 0.958±0.009 0.954±0.021 0.958±0.011 0.829 0.990±0.014 0.987±0.019 0.989±0.015 0.397
Bayesian Opt. 0.982±0.005 0.983±0.004 0.985±0.003 0.003 0.989±0.016 0.992±0.011 0.989±0.015 0.397

3.3.3 DJINN as a warm-start for neural network training

Many graph-based models, including decision trees and neural networks, are

trained to learn dependency structures in the data. In unsupervised applications,

relationships between features are used to find lower-dimensional representations of

data [63]; in supervised learning, dependency structures relate the input data to out-

put quantities of interest via a series of latent representations formed in the hidden

layers of the network [73]. If an informative structure is initially imposed on the

graph, the training process can be accelerated as the imposed relationships act as

a warm-start. A common method to warm-start neural networks is the use of a

previously trained model to initialize a new model that will be trained on similar, or

additional, data. This type of warm-start is often used in transfer learning; it lever-

ages previously-discovered relationships between the inputs, latent representations

of the data, and the outputs to accelerate the training process [100].
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The DJINN and 2HL algorithms leverage the dependency structure learned by

a decision tree, which has been trained on the data, to warm-start the training of

a neural network. By beginning the training process in a state that is primed with

dependency information between the input and output data, the tree-based models

often converge to a minimum cost in fewer training epochs than randomly initialized

networks with the same architecture.

To illustrate the importance of the DJINN weight initialization, the algorithm

is compared to other weight initialization schemes. There are two main aspects of

DJINN’s initial weight topology: the sparsity of the nonzero weights, and where the

nonzero weights are placed. To evaluate the importance of the dependency structure

imposed by the DJINN weights, the algorithm is compared to neural networks that

have no imposed dependency structure: networks with the same architecture, but

densely-connected Xavier-initialized weights. To demonstrate that it is not just the

sparsity of nonzero weights that is important, but the placement of these weights,

DJINN is compared to a network with the same architecture, but with a random,

sparse dependency structure imposed on the initial weights. The sparse-random

initialization has the same number of nonzero weights per layer that the DJINN

initialization utilizes, but with those weights placed randomly within the layer. The

initialization guarantees that every neuron has at least one nonzero incoming and

outgoing weight; this prevents the initialization from inadvertently changing the

architecture by creating neurons that are unable to learn. Like DJINN, the non-zero

weights are pulled from the Xavier normal distribution described in section II B.

The middle sections of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the performance of the random-

dense and random-sparse initialization schemes for the four regression and classifi-

cation datasets, respectively. Similar to the comparison between DJINN and the

2HL model, the random initializations are treated as ensemble models: each model
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contains ten individual neural networks (for DJINN, this corresponds to ten trees,

for random initializations this corresponds to ten random seeds used to initialize and

place the weights). The prediction from the ensemble is the average of the ten in-

dividual predictions. The process of training and evaluating the performance of the

random-dense and random-sparse initializations is repeated five times, with the same

training and testing datasets used in the comparison between DJINN and the 2HL

model. The randomly-initialized networks use the same architectures as DJINN, and

are trained with the same hyper-parameters summarized in Table 4.1.

Figure 3.4 shows the training cost as a function of epoch for the regression tasks;

DJINN acts as a warm-start to the training process by consistently starting at a lower

cost than other initialization methods. Furthermore, DJINN often converges to the

lowest cost, suggesting the network is initialized near a lower local minimum than

random initializations can reach in a limited number of training epochs. The warm-

start provided by the decision tree structure leads to higher predictive performance

for DJINN in three of the four regression tasks. The improvements of DJINN over

the other initialization schemes are statistically significant for the CA housing and

yield datasets; the advantages of DJINN are less significant for Boston housing due

to the noise in the training cost versus epoch, and the differences in initialization

schemes are not significantly different for the diabetes progression data.

While DJINN achieves good predictive accuracy in classification tasks, the advan-

tages of the DJINN weight initialization are less significant. The classification tasks

considered are simpler than the regression datasets, thus the performance of various

models is less sensitive to the choice of initial weights and hyper-parameter settings.

Furthermore, the decision trees are kept shallow due to the size and dimensionality

of the datasets; this limits the amount of information mapped from the decision tree

into the initialized DJINN model.
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The effects of limiting the depth of the decision tree for datasets with a large

number of inputs are illustrated by the digit classification task. Each digit is 64-

pixel image that are inputs for the decision tree. The decision tree will split first

on the pixel that best separates the digits, however, it is unlikely that a single pixel

can provide a significant amount of information about the class to which the image

belongs. The decision tree needs to grow deep enough to consider dozens of pixel

values before it can accurately classify the image as digit. For DJINN, the width of

the hidden layers reflects the width of the input layer; with 64 input values, the depth

of the neural network must be limited, otherwise there will not be enough data to

train the model without a severe risk of over-fitting. Table 6.5 lists example DJINN

architectures for each dataset; indeed, the hidden layers in the digit classification

model are wide compared to models with fewer input parameters.

With a limited tree depth and a large number of input parameters, the decision

paths in the tree are unlikely to contain a significant amount of information to provide

a good warm-start for the neural network training procedure. This is illustrated in

Fig. 3.5, where DJINN starts at a cost comparable to the other models for digit

classification. In contrast, the iris dataset has four input parameters and three

classes; thus the first few splits in the decision tree are able to provide valuable

information for separating the classes, and DJINN starts at a slightly lower cost

than the other models.

To handle datasets with a large number of inputs, it would be best to first send

the data through convolutional filters or an autoencoder to compress the features

into a low-dimensional, meaningful latent space. The latent variables can then be

used as inputs to DJINN to build a predictive model; this idea is explored further in

Chapter 5.

To summarize, the benefits of DJINN are most obvious when the trees are suf-
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Figure 3.4: Cost (MSE for data scaled to [0,1]) as a function of training epoch for
regression datasets. DJINN weights are observed to start at, and often converge to,
a lower cost than the shallow network, or networks with DJINN architecture and
other weight initialization techniques.
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Figure 3.5: Cost (cross entropy with logits) as a function of training epoch for
classification datasets.
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ficiently deep, and the number of nodes in the tree exceeds the number of input

parameters; this results in a meaningful dependency structure in the tree that is

mapped to initial weights. These conditions are often met for regression tasks, where

the warm-start provided by the decision tree allows DJINN to achieve higher pre-

dictive performance than non-informative initial weights. Although DJINN does not

provide as significant of a warm-start for classification tasks, Table 3.3 shows that

DJINN achieves good predictive performance and has the advantage of not requiring

the user to hand-tune the architectures for each dataset.

3.4 Comparison of DJINN to hyper-parameter optimization

The utility of DJINN is its ability to be applied as a black box algorithm for

efficiently creating accurate deep neural networks for arbitrary datasets. Recently,

researchers have started developing a variety of hyper-parameter optimization tech-

niques for designing deep neural networks [151, 150, 111, 4]. These algorithms elimi-

nate the need to hand-tune architectures by searching through various combinations

of hidden layers and neurons per layer to find the best architecture for a given dataset.

Although effective, high-dimensional hyper-parameter searches can be prohibitively

expensive. For each proposed architecture, the neural network must be trained to

determine the quality of model, and unless the architecture space is restricted to a

fixed number of layers or has a constraint on the number of neurons per layer, finding

the optimal architecture can require training hundreds of candidate neural networks.

DJINN does not attempt to find the “optimal” architecture for a given dataset, it

uses an architecture determined by the structure of a decision tree. This architecture,

combined with the weight-initialization that leverages the dependency structure from

the tree, is observed to produce accurate models for a variety of datasets.

Although DJINN does not solve the same problem a hyper-parameter optimiza-
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tion method seeks to solve, both methods attempt to improve the usability of neural

networks by reducing the number of hyper-parameters that must be specified to train

a neural network. It is interesting to see how DJINN, which only requires training a

decision tree to propose a suitable architecture, compares to a network designed via

architecture optimization.

The final sections of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the performance of neural networks

designed via Bayesian hyper-parameter optimization [119]. To constrain the search

space, the optimizer is restricted to neural networks with the same number of layers

used in the DJINN models, and searches for the optimal number of neurons for each

hidden layer. Table 3.4 lists five of the architectures (resulting from the five-fold

cross-validation) found via Bayesian optimization, and an example architecture from

DJINN for each of the cross-validation steps. The candidate neural networks are

trained with the same hyper-parameters summarized in Table 4.1 and are initialized

with Xavier weights. The optimizer is stopped after it has evaluated 100 architec-

tures, and the best model is used to compute the integrated performance metrics.

Consistent with the other comparisons, the Bayesian optimizer is run for the five per-

mutations of training/testing datasets to compute cross-validation scores recorded

in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

DJINN has a higher predictive performance than the Bayesian optimizer for three

of the four regression tasks. The p-values indicate that the improvement of DJINN

over the Bayesian optimizer is statistically significant for the CA housing and yield

datasets, but the Bayesian optimizer performance is significantly better than DJINN

for the diabetes progression data. For classification tasks, the Bayesian optimizer

and DJINN perform similarly. Table 6.5 indicates that the optimization algorithm

prefers smaller networks than DJINN for classification tasks; the inclusion of too

many degrees of freedom in DJINN could explain its lower performance for the breast
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cancer and wine classification tasks, consistent with previous discussions.

Computational efficiency is important to consider when employing hyper-parameter

optimization procedures. For the examples presented above, the hyper-parameter op-

timization algorithm evaluates 100 neural networks; this requires approximately 10x

the training time of DJINN when the ten network ensemble is trained serially, or

100x the training time of DJINN if the ten networks are trained in parallel. For the

moderate-sized datasets, hyper-parameter optimization is feasible. However, for high

volume, high dimensional datasets, hyper-parameter searches become prohibitively

expensive. DJINN remains comparatively inexpensive as the complexity of the data

increases, requiring only the construction of a small ensemble of decision trees, which

are often trained in seconds, to determine an appropriate architecture and weight

initialization. Subsequent training of the individual neural networks in a DJINN

ensemble can then be carried out in parallel, offering significant advantages over

sequential hyper-parameter optimization methods.

Overall, there is compelling empirical evidence to suggest DJINN is a robust black

box algorithm for creating accurate neural networks for a wide variety of datasets.

The advantages of DJINN are most evident in complex regression problems, where

the choice of architecture and initialization can greatly impact the predictive perfor-

mance of the model. For simple classification problems, the performance of DJINN is

comparable to other network design and weight initialization techniques. Although

DJINN is not attempting to find an optimal architecture, when compared against

hyper-parameter optimization for designing neural networks, DJINN displays com-

petitive performance while requiring significantly lower computational costs. DJINN

successfully combines the usability of decision tree models with the flexibility of deep

neural networks to produce accurate predictive models for a variety of problems.
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Table 3.4: Hidden layer widths from DJINN and a Bayesian optimizer for each
dataset. The width of the input layer reflects the number of features in each dataset.
The output layer has a single neuron for regression tasks, and one neuron per class
for classification tasks.

Dataset DJINN Bayesian Opt.

Boston
(15,17,20,18), (15,17,20,18),
(13,15,22,27), (15,18,24,18),
(14,18,22,26)

(7,10,9,14), (7,10,8,14),
(13,14,10,7), (7,11,7,15),
(12,9,8,11)

CA Housing
(10,12,19,23), (10,11,16,25),
(10,11,19,25), (10,11,17,26),
(10,14,19,21)

(12,20,5,6), (4,17,14,16),
(5,13,16,5), (12,14,8,5),
(20,5,20,8)

Diabetes
(12,15,19,28), (12,14,19,28),
(11,15,19,28), (12,15,22,23),
(11,14,20,22)

(4,1,4,7,9), (9,9,19,7),
(18,9,10,4), (11,16,13,18),
(13,15,16,18)

Yield
(11,15,18,23), (11,14,19,21),
(10,15,22,25), (10,15,21,25),
(10,13,21,23)

(5,5,30,30), (20,12,15,5),
(22,10,23,19), (5,5,16,5),
(14,18,11,14)

Iris (5,4), (5,7), (5,5), (5,7), (4,5)
(14,6), (11,7), (13,7),
(10,8), (11,4)

Digits
(65,48), (64,33), (63,33),
(63,66), (64,23)

(17,32), (13,31), (5,49),
(5,28), (13,31)

Wine
(14,15), (15,11), (15,9),
(15,11), (13,9)

(4,11), (12,14), (7,12),
(10,12), (12,5)

Breast Cancer
(32,33,19), (32,30,18),
(32,33,23), (32,30,24),
(30,31,19)

(5,3,6), (6,5,5), (2,5,6),
(6,4,2), (5,6,4)
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3.5 Conclusions

The flexibility and powerful predictive capabilities of neural networks are com-

bined with user-friendly decision tree models to create scalable and accurate “deep

jointly-informed neural networks” (DJINN). The DJINN algorithm maps an ensem-

ble of decision trees trained on a dataset into an ensemble of initialized neural net-

works that are subsequently trained via back-propagation. The information mapped

from the decision trees into initial weights provides a warm-start to the neural net-

work training process; thus DJINN is often observed to start at, and converge to, a

lower cost than other neural network initialization methods.

DJINN reduces the number of user-specified hyper-parameters needed to create

a deep neural network by using the decision tree structure to determine the network

architecture. When compared to hyper-parameter optimization methods for selecting

an appropriate architecture, DJINN displays competitive performance at a fraction of

the computational cost, demonstrating that an optimal architecture is not necessary

if the weight initialization is sufficiently informative.

Although formulated for fully-connected feed-forward neural networks, DJINN

could also be applied to networks that use feed-forward neural networks as part of a

more complex system. For example, DJINN could be used for image analysis tasks

after convolutional layers extract the important features. By combining the ease of

use of decision trees with the predictive power of deep neural networks, DJINN is an

attractive method for easily creating surrogate models of complex systems.
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4. BAYESIAN ANALYSIS WITH DEEP JOINTLY-INFORMED NEURAL

NETWORKS

Like most machine learning models, “deep jointly informed neural networks”

(DJINN), presented in Chapter 3, produces point estimates for quantities of interest;

standard neural networks do not automatically provide estimates of the prediction

variance [43, 104]. In many situations we would prefer to have estimates of prediction

uncertainty– for example in safety and risk analysis, or to aid in decision-making.

When uncertainty estimates are necessary, we often turn to Bayesian surrogate

models, such as Bayesian additive regression trees [19], Gausssian processes [109], or

Bayesian multivariate adaptive regression splines [27]. Obtaining surrogate uncer-

tainty estimates using such algorithms comes at a cost— there are several challenges

associated with training Bayesian surrogates which limit their usability. Rather

than training a single model with optimal hyper-parameters, Bayesian surrogates

often involve training a distribution of models whose hyper-parameters are found via

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling [40], which limits the speed at which

the model can be trained. Furthermore, as Bayesian surrogates are distributions of

models rather than single models, they can be expensive to store for later use.

There have been many research efforts dedicated to improving the usability of

Bayesian surrogates by eliminating the need for MCMC sampling; common meth-

ods include variational inference [7] and expectation propagation [92]. In this work,

an approximation to variational inference is applied to deep neural network models

to produce fast, accurate, and scalable surrogates that provide prediction uncer-

tainty estimates. In the following sections, the algorithm for training approximate

Bayesian deep neural networks is introduced and applied to various prediction and
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inference tasks. Section 4.1 summarizes the results of the previous chapter on “deep

jointly-informed neural networks” [61], and how the inclusion of dropout in DJINN

approximates variational inference of a deep Gaussian process. In section 4.2, the

utility of training inverse DJINN models for parameter inference is illustrated with

two examples: first with a simple one-parameter inference task, then in the next

chapter, with a complex dataset of ICF simulations in which eight simulation inputs

must be inferred simultaneously from experimental observations.

4.1 Deep jointly-informed neural networks with dropout

The simulations used to model ICF experiments are computationally expensive,

thus MCMC sampling a large parameter space using simulations alone is unfeasible.

To enable rapid evaluation of the simulator, “surrogate” models are trained on a fixed

data base of simulations which span the parameter space of interest. The surrogate

is essentially a model that interpolates between the available data, providing fast

estimates of the QOI anywhere in the parameter space. Simple examples of surrogate

models include linear regression or power law models, but as the data increases in

complexity and dimensionality, more sophisticated machine learning algorithms are

often required to accurately fit the data.

Deep neural networks have several properties that make them attractive surro-

gate models; they are accurate, flexible, scalable, and are easy to update as new data

becomes available. However, the predictive accuracy of deep neural networks is often

sensitive to the choice of the network architecture and training hyper-parameters.

There are few robust guidelines for designing and training neural networks for ar-

bitrary data sets, and hyper-parameter optimization techniques are prohibitively

expensive unless the range of hyper-parameter values is highly constrained. “Deep

jointly-informed neural networks” (DJINN), discussed in the previous chapter, is
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an algorithm designed to overcome the challenges of determining an appropriate

deep neural network architecture and weight initialization for arbitrary data sets.

DJINN builds robustly accurate neural networks by mapping decision trees trained

on the data into initialized neural networks, which are subsequently tuned via back-

propagation [61]. DJINN is used in this work because it displays robustly accu-

rate performance for a variety of data sets, and does not require extensive hyper-

parameter tuning. DJINN is employed as an ensemble method, in which a random

forest [13] of decision trees is mapped into an ensemble of neural networks.

An advantage of using deep neural network surrogates, such as DJINN, is that

estimates on prediction uncertainties are readily obtained by employing a technique

called dropout. Dropout is a popular regularization technique for deep neural net-

work training; it requires randomly removing a small subset of neurons from the

network each training epoch, preventing the network from over-fitting to the training

data [124]. Gal et al. [36] recently demonstrated that sufficiently large neural net-

works with dropout approximate deep Gaussian processes [109, 35, 37]. The method

for extracting uncertainty information from the neural networks requires dropout

to be employed after each layer of the network during the training and evaluation

stages. Evaluating the network many times samples the neural network model space,

building up a distribution of predictions which approximates variational inference of

a deep Gaussian process. Since DJINN is often employed as an ensemble method,

the model space that gets sampled when using dropout with DJINN is larger than a

single neural network with dropout; recent work has shown that such ensemble meth-

ods, while not strictly Bayesian, yield prediction uncertainties that behave similarly

to Gaussian process methods[103].

To evaluate the efficacy of DJINN with dropout as an approximately Bayesian

model, the performance of Bayesian DJINN (B-DJINN) is compared to several
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other Bayesian surrogate models: Bayesian multivariate adaptive regression splines

(BMARS) [27], Bayesian additive regression trees (BART) [19], and Gaussian pro-

cesses (GP) with radial basis function (RBF) kernels. The optimal length scale in

the RBF kernel in the GP is found by maximizing the log-marginal likelihood using

the L-BFGS-B algorithm [80]. The optimal length scales for each data set are: 0.215

for logistic, 0.138 for Boston housing, 0.152 for diabetes, and 0.223 for the yield data

set. Table 4.1 summarizes the hyperparameters for the B-DJINN models, includ-

ing a representative architecture from the ensemble of five neural networks, and the

training parameters. The dropout rate was set to 5% for all of the networks, and the

weight regularization coefficient is set to 10−6.

The models are compared on four regression tasks: the Boston housing [52] and

diabetes progression [29] data sets are common test problems for regression. The

logistic data set is generated by varying x and k in the logistic function and adding

Gaussian distributed noise to compute f(x, k):

f(x, k) =
1

1− exp(−kx)
+N(µ = 0, σ2 = 0.01). (4.1)

The data set contains 1000 randomly sampled points with x sampled between

(-1,1) and k sampled between (0,10). The yield data set is a set of 5000 Latin

hypercube sampled [87] ICF implosion simulations that span a 4D simulation input

space. The implosions are simulated with the multi-physics code HYDRA [86], and

the primary QOI in the database is the yield– the thermonuclear energy produced

in the implosion. Each data set is split into an 80% training set and 20% test set,

and the inputs are scaled between [0,1] prior to training.

To evaluate the accuracy of each model, the mean squared error (MSE), mean

absolute error (MAE), and explained variance ratio (EV) are computed using the
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Table 4.1: Hyperparameter for B-DJINN models.
Architecture Learning rate Epochs Batch size

Logistic 4, 6, 13, 20 0.004 500 30
Boston 13, 12, 20, 23 0.004 600 10

Diabetes 10, 13, 18, 3 0.004 300 18
Yield 5, 7, 13, 23 0.002 1000 400

mean predictions for the test data set. These metrics do not take into account the

uncertainties in the predictions, thus to compare the overall accuracy and precision

of each model, the normalized sum of absolute errors is computed using the following

equation:

1

Ndata ·Npred

Ndata∑
i=1

Npred∑
j=1

|Yj(xi)− Ti|, (4.2)

where Ndata and Npred are the number of data points and predictions, respectively,

Yj(xi) is the jth prediction for the data point xi, and Ti is the true value at point

xi. This metric is large for models that are inaccurate and have wide distributions

of predictions, and small for accurate models with low uncertainties. Table 7.1

summarizes the performance metrics for each of the regression data sets.

B-DJINN with dropout displays similar performance to other Bayesian regres-

sion algorithms, both in terms of its average accuracy and according to integrated

metrics which take into account the uncertainty in the model predictions. B-DJINN

offers some distinct advantages over models such as BMARS and BART – it does

not required MCMC sampling and thus B-DJINN can be trained more efficiently,

and it is easier to save and evaluate at a later time as it does not require the full

distribution of models to be saved. To illustrate the quality of the B-DJINN model

fits, Fig. 4.1 compares the Gaussian process to B-DJINN for the logistic function
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Table 4.2: Performance metrics for B-DJINN and several Bayesian regression models
for four data sets. The MSE, MAE, and EV are computed using the mean predictions
for the test data sets. Bold values indicate the best value of each metric. B-DJINN
shows similar performance to the other Bayesian surrogates.

Logistic Boston
MSE MAE EV NSAE MSE MAE EV NSAE

B-DJINN 3.171e-4 0.014 0.998 0.038 5.359 1.743 0.913 2.068
GP 9.023e-4 0.008 0.992 0.098 22.62 3.042 0.716 3.122
BART 1.292e-4 0.008 0.999 0.098 15.42 2.574 0.690 3.274
BMARS 2.495e-6 0.002 0.999 0.01 18.57 2.867 0.637 2.602

Diabetes Yield
MSE MAE EV NSAE MSE MAE EV NSAE

B-DJINN 2935 40.82 0.405 45.82 0.002 0.034 0.998 0.065
GP 5451 60.65 0.257 60.66 0.001 0.021 0.996 0.127
BART 3379 47.11 0.466 47.02 0.002 0.032 0.995 0.038
BMARS 2142 38.47 0.638 49.70 0.001 0.032 0.998 0.015

data set. B-DJINN fits the logistic data set with lower mean error than the Gaus-

sian process and displays lower levels of uncertainty, particularly at the boundaries

of the data set. Unlike many Bayesian surrogates that require MCMC sampling the

model space, Gaussian processes and B-DJINN are not limited by the scalability and

computational costs of MCMC, and are thus efficient to train and evaluate. However,

B-DJINN requires significantly less storage space (880 KB) than GP model (18 MB)

and scales well to large databases. Traditional Gaussian process models are often

limited to a few thousand training points, as the standard model requires a matrix

inversion that becomes prohibitively expensive for large data sets, though there have

been efforts to overcome this challenge [144, 55]. The speed, scalability, and accuracy

of B-DJINN makes it an attractive model for performing challenging parameter in-

ference tasks. In the next section, B-DJINN inverse models are compared to Monte

Carlo sampling of B-DJINN and Gaussian process forward models for inference tasks
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Figure 4.1: Predicted values of the logistic function with added noise plotted against
the true values. The error bars indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the colored
points indicates the 50th percentile. B-DJINN (right) is more accurate and precise
than the Gaussian process (left), particularly at the boundaries of the data.

for inertial confinement fusion data.

4.2 Inverse models with B-DJINN

In complex experiments there are often input conditions to the system that are

not directly controlled or measured, and must be inferred with physical models that

relate the unobservable and observable quantities. Determining a set of unknown

inputs which correspond to a set of observed outputs is a common task in Bayesian

analysis; unknown parameters are typically inferred by MCMC sampling the “for-

ward” surrogate model– the model that maps from input to output space– to identify

sets of inputs that are consistent with observations.

Rather than MCMC sampling the forward model, B-DJINN models can be trained

to map directly from output to input space, this concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

The inverse mapping is often degenerate; this is reflected in the uncertainty of the
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Figure 4.2: Forward (left) and inverse (right) deep neural network models. The
forward model maps from simulation and experimental inputs to observables; the
inverse model maps from observables to inputs.

B-DJINN predictions. The degeneracy of the inverse model can be reduced by in-

cluding a large number of observables in the output space– knowing more about the

experimental outcomes aids in constraining where the experiment is located in simu-

lation input space. Although the inverse models can suffer from large uncertainties,

they provide rapid estimates of the simulation inputs consistent with the observables,

which can then be confirmed by evaluating the forward surrogate.

To demonstrate the utility of training inverse models for inference tasks, MCMC

sampling the forward model is compared to the inverse model predictions for the

logistic function dataset. Given ten random values of x and the corresponding value

of f(x, k), the task is to infer the value of k. The forward B-DJINN and Gaussian

process models are MCMC sampled using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [53]
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to find the values of k consistent with the observations of x, f(x, k); the resulting

distributions are shown in blue (B-DJINN) and green (GP) for various true values of k

in the left side of Fig. 4.3. These distributions can be compared to the inverse model

predictions of k that are generated by training a B-DJINN model to map directly

from (x, f(x, k)) to k, then evaluating the inverse model with the ten available

observations and collecting the predicted values of k into a distribution. The black

points on the plot indicate the true value of k.

The MCMC sampled DJINN model provides the most accurate and precise pre-

dictions for k. Although the inverse model displays high uncertainties, the mean

value of its prediction is close to the true value of k away from the boundaries of

the dataset. The inverse model prediction is acquired in a fraction of the time re-

quired for MCMC inference, and although uncertain, the mean prediction is accurate

enough to be used as a starting point for the MCMC sampling to accelerate conver-

gence. The right side of Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the utility of using the inverse model

prediction to warm-start sampling for k=9. The MCMC chain converges within 3000

MCMC samples when initializing the chain at the inverse model mean prediction for

k; randomly initializing the chain takes over 100,000 samples to converge.

Although this is a simple inference task in which only a single parameter is

unknown, the methodology is readily extended to high-dimensional inference tasks.

As the number of parameters that need to be inferred increases, the advantages

of using an inverse model to approximate the values of the unknown parameters

become significant. MCMC sampling in high-dimensional spaces can be prohibitively

expensive, and starting the chain near the true value can greatly reduce the time

spent searching the space.
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Figure 4.3: Parameter inference with inverse models and MCMC sampling forward
models. Left: B-DJINN, Gaussian process (GP), and an inverse model are used
to infer k given values of x, f(x, k). Right: Inverse model estimates accelerate the
convergence of a Markov chain by initializing the search near the true value. The
shaded region indicates the 25th and 75th percentile from the distribution of inferred
values of k, and the solid line indicates the median value.

4.3 Conclusions

“Deep jointly-informed neural networks” is a novel algorithm for designing and

initializing neural networks by leveraging information contained in a decision tree

trained on the data. DJINN is readily cast into an approximate Bayesian framework

via the inclusion of dropout, which has been shown to approximate deep Gaus-

sian process models. The Bayesian formulation of DJINN displays competitive per-

formance with several standard Bayesian regression algorithms, but is significantly

faster to train, easier to store and reload for later use, and faster to evaluate than

traditional Bayesian models.

B-DJINN is used to train inverse models for efficient parameter inference, and

provides accurate mean estimates of inferred parametes without requiring expen-

sive MCMC sampling. In the next chapter, we apply this methodology to per-
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form advanced post-shot analyses of ICF experiments. Post-shot analyses are high-

dimensional parameter inference tasks for which MCMC sampling is prohobitively

expensive; inverse models offer an efficient and accurate approach to parameter in-

ference for ICF data with low computational cost.
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5. AUGMENTING POST-SHOT ANALYSIS WITH DEEP NEURAL

NETWORKS

In the previous chapter, DJINN with dropout is used for parameter inference

tasks for simple examples. Parameter inference is a common challenge for indirect

drive ICF, as many simulation inputs are not directly controlled or measured, and

thus must be inferred based on experimental observations. The process of inferring

the simulation inputs that are consistent with experiential measurements is often

referred to as a “post-shot” analysis for ICF experiments [60, 99].

Post-shot analyses are critical to understanding ICF implosions; many physical

quantities (such as hotspot pressure, or applied laser drive asymmetries) cannot be

explicitly measured, and thus must be inferred from post-shot simulations. However,

there are often multiple sets of simulation inputs that produce results that are com-

parable to experimental observations, and analyzing a single post-shot solution can

lead to incorrect conclusions about the experiment.

Traditionally, post-shot analyses are performed by varying a small number of

simulation inputs manually until the simulation outputs fall within the experimental

uncertainties for a few important quantities of interest. This is a slow procedure

and often only one set of simulation inputs is found, when in fact there could be

several combinations of simulation inputs that are consistent with the experimen-

tal measurements. Inverse models can improve the current approach to post-shot

analysis by finding the distribution of simulation inputs that are consistent with an

experiment. Inverse models trained on the appropriate database of ICF simulations–

one which encompasses the experimental observations– are easy to evaluate and can

include a large number of observables to better constrain the distributions of inferred
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inputs.

In the following sections, deep neural network inverse models created with DJINN

are used to perform efficient post-shot analysis of NIF [93] experiments. In sec-

tion 5.1, we present a straightforward application of inverse models to infer eight

unknown input parameters of a specific experiment. In section 5.2, we introduce

deep neural network auto-encoders for dimensionality reduction and describe how

they can be used to improve inverse models for ICF data. We then present an exam-

ple post-shot analysis of a NIF experiment using auto-encoders coupled with DJINN

forward and inverse models, and conclude with avenues of future work analyzing

other data from other high energy density experiments in sections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1 Inverse model inference of unknown inputs in NIF experiments

Post-shot analysis with B-DJINN is tested using a database of ICF implosion

simulations designed to encapsulate the NIF experiment N170109 [137, 14]. The

database used to train the B-DJINN models contains 60,000 HYDRA simulations

that are Latin hypercube sampled from an 8D input space. The inputs include several

engineering features that are present in the experiment: the amplitude and width of

a fill tube, a small tube used to fill the capsule with DT gas [85], and a tent– a thin

membrane that holds the capsule in place within the hohlraum [96]. The inputs also

include effects that could cause performance degradation in the implosion, including

carbon mix of the ablator into the DT fuel, and extra energy in the fuel prior to

the implosion (preheat). The final three inputs are characteristics of the experiment

that are controllable– the energy scale, which is a scale factor for the laser energy

and fuel capsule size, the peak multiplier, which describe the energy and power of

the laser, and the amount of dopant added to the ablator.

As a demonstration, four observables commonly matched in post-shot analyses
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are used to infer the simulation inputs. The observables include: neutron yield

(log10(Neutrons)), which is the number of fusion neutrons produced during the im-

plosion, ion temperature (T ion), which is inferred using the width of the neutron

birth spectra [94], bang time, which is the time of peak neutron production, and the

down scatter ratio (DSR), which is the ratio of lower to higher energy neutrons in the

observed spectrum [54]. The observables are used to train inverse models that map

from the 4D output vector to the 8D simulation input vector. The mapping is degen-

erate, but it serves as an illustrative example as to how unconstrained the simulation

inputs are when only matching a small number of experimental observables.

The inverse models are tested on a simulation for which the true inputs and

outputs are known. The four observables are Gaussian distributed about the true

value with uncertainties typical for experiments; these distributions are shown in

blue in Fig. 5.1. The distributions of observables map into distributions of 8D input

vectors via the inverse B-DJINN model. Figure 5.2 illustrates the resulting simulation

inputs from the inverse model, shown in red; the black lines in the figure indicate

the true values of the simulation inputs. The inverse model has non-negligible error

in its predictions; it is therefore expected that some of the simulation inputs are

not actually consistent with the known outputs. The red input distributions are

passed through the forward model, resulting in the red output distributions shown

in Fig. 5.1. As expected, the red “inverse + forward” distributions are broader than

the true output distributions due to the error in the surrogate models.

An alternative approach to inverse modeling is MCMC sampling the forward

distribution to locate simulations whose outputs fall within the blue distributions

indicated in Fig. 5.1; the resulting set of inputs are shown in blue in Fig. 5.2. The

inputs are much more constrained in the inverse mapping predictions, which is at-

tributed to the error of the inverse surrogate. Due to the degeneracy of the problem,
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it is challenging to train an accurate model to predict eight inputs given values of

four observables, and the model predictions trend toward the mean of the training

data when relationships between the inputs and outputs are not constrained. This is

shown clearly in the inference of the fill tube width, which is unconstrained according

to the MCMC result, but is predicted to be the mean value of the training data by

the neural network.

The same procedure can be used to infer simulation inputs most consistent with

observations from an actual ICF experiment, referred to as N170109 [14]. Figure 5.3

shows the distributions of the outputs, and Fig. 5.4 the corresponding simulation

inputs. As shown in Fig. 5.3, in order to find simulations that are consistent with

the observations, the range of acceptance was expanded to be within 2% of the

mean value for yield, and within 3 standard deviations of the mean for the ion

temperature– otherwise it is not possible to find simulations that match all four

observables simultaneously. The mean values of the inverse model predictions are

similar to the MC matches for many of the inputs, though the inverse models under-

estimate the uncertainties. The energy scale and dopant have known values of 1.0

and 0.0023 in the experiment; the inverse model predicts both quantities with low

error.

5.2 Neural network-based post-shot analysis of ICF experiments

In the previous example, eight simulation inputs are inferred using four scalar

observables from an experiment. The inverse problem is highly degenerate; four

observables are not sufficient to constrain the eight inputs, thus the inferred input

distributions are broad. To better constrain the input parameters, more observables

need to be included in the post-shot analysis. However, adding more inputs to a

neural network adds more degrees of freedom via the increased capacity of the input
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of simulation outputs from a simulation-only inference test.
Blue distributions indicate the true values, red distributions are those found by first
using the inverse model to map the blue distributions to simulation inputs, then
using the forward model to map back to simulation outputs; error in the inverse
model leads to broadening of the output distributions.
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of simulation inputs. Red distributions are those found via
the inverse model, blue distributions are those found by MC sampling the forward
model, and accepting simulations whose outputs fall within the black dashed lines
in Fig.5.1. The bold black line indicates the true value of the input.

layer, and therefore requires more training data that may not be available due to the

computational expense of ICF simulations.

Many observables available in ICF experiments contain redundant information;

X-ray images and neutron spectra are recorded from various lines of sight, temper-

atures and other QOI are measured using various diagnostics, etc. . We therefore

expect that the suite of several dozen observables can be compressed down to fewer

more fundamental numbers that efficiently summarize the experimental measure-

ments. There are many dimensional reduction algorithms that leverage correlations

in datasets to compress information into a low-dimensional representation. We con-

sider the use of autoencoders, a particular type of neural network, to compress a set

of experimental observables from ICF experiments into a low dimensional “latent

space”. The next subsection describes autoencoders in detail, followed by an exam-
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of observables for N170109. Blue distributions indicate the
experimental values, red distributions are those found by first using the inverse model
to map the blue distributions to simulation inputs, then using the forward model to
map back to simulation outputs; error in the inverse model leads to broadening of
the output distributions.
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of simulation inputs consistent with observables for
N170109. Red distributions are those found via the inverse model, blue distribu-
tions are those found by MCMC sampling the forward model. The limits on the
x axes indicate the boundaries of the simulation data upon which the models were
trained; values outside of these limits are extrapolations and thus are not considered
reliable.
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ple of how autoencoders coupled with DJINN models can be used to improve neural

network post-shot analyses by reducing the degeneracy of the inverse models.

5.2.1 Autoencoders

An autoencoder is a neural network designed to nonlinearly compress data with

minimal information loss. Autoencoders are straightforward variations of traditional

neural networks that have a characteristic hourglass-like shape, illustrated in Fig.

5.5. For example, a simple autoencoder is a fully-connected feed forward neural

network that takes as an input a large vector of data, and nonlinearly compresses

the data through hidden layers with a decreasing number of neurons per layer until

a bottleneck layer is reached. This bottleneck layer is often referred to as the “latent

space”; it is a low-dimensional representation of the original vector of data that was

input to the network. The network from the input layer to the bottleneck layer is

the “encoder”; it encodes the large vector of data into the low-dimensional latent

space. The second half of the network is often a mirror image of the first half,

but with different weights; it decompresses the data one layer at a time until the

output layer, which is the same size as the input layer. This half of the network

is the “decoder”; it takes the latent space vector and decompresses it to get back

the original vector that was input to the encoder. The autoencoder is trained by

minimizing the reconstruction error between the input vector and the output vector,

while forcing the data to go through the low-dimensional latent space.

Autoencoders do not have to be fully-connected neural networks; often convolu-

tional layers are used to construct autoencoders for image data, and recurrent layers

for sequential data. We will explore the use of recurrent autoencoders for ICF time

series data in a later chapter, but for scalar ICF data we will focus on standard

fully-connected autoencoders like that illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Example autoencoder architecture. The top half of the network, the
encoder, compresses the observables into a lower-dimensional latent space. The sec-
ond half of the network, the decoder, decompresses the latent space to get back the
original vector of observables.
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5.2.2 Augmenting post-shot analyses with autoencoders and DJINN

Inverse models for post-shot analysis suffer from the degeneracy of the inverse

problem. To reduce degeneracy, many observables need to be included to constrain

the distributions of inferred input parameters. The challenge of including several

dozen observables is the amount of data required to train a neural network with

a large number of input parameters, and therefore a large number of degrees of

freedom. Autoencoders enable us to include many observables in the inverse models

without adding a significant number of inputs to the inverse DJINN model, keeping

the training data demand moderate.

We can combine autoencoders and DJINN models to perform neural network-

augmented post-shot analysis for NIF experiments. Figure 5.6 illustrates the work-

flow for performing post-shots. Experimental observables are passed through the en-

coder to compress the data into a low-dimensional latent space. An inverse DJINN

model is trained to map from the latent space (y) to the input space (x) to produce a

distribution of predictions for the simulation inputs that are consistent with the ex-

perimental observations. The mapping from experimental observations to simulation

inputs is the standard post-shot problem. Next, the simulation inputs are passed

through a forward DJINN model to get back a distribution of latent space vectors,

which can be decoded to produce distributions of simulation observables. Ideally, the

distribution of simulation observables would match the initial distributions of experi-

mental observables; however, in practice these distributions will be slightly different.

The DJINN models and autoencoder introduce error which will increase the vari-

ance of the observable distributions, in addition to error that reflects the fact that

the simulations and experiments are often inconsistent with one another. Although

it is not possible to decouple the error due to the neural networks and the error due
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Figure 5.6: Workflow for performing neural network-augmented post-shot analysis.
Experimental observables are mapped into the latent space using the encoder net-
work. An inverse DJINN model maps from the latent space representation to the
simulation inputs, producing the set of inputs that are consistent with the exper-
imental observations. The inputs can then be passed through the forward DJINN
model and decoded via the decoder to give back the set of simulation observables
that are most consistent with the experimental observations.

to the simulations themselves, this workflow enables us to quantify the error between

our best-matching post-shot simulations and the experimental observations.

To illustrate the improvements including a large number of observables provides to

a post-shot analysis, we will compare the post-shot analysis using the above workflow

to a simple inverse model post-shot analysis with the four scalar observables included

in Figures 5.4, 5.3– the yield, ion temperature, bang time, and down scatter ratio.

The two workflows are summarized in Fig. 5.7.

To illustrate the improvements autoencoders offer for post-shot analysis, consider

the same test simulation from Figures 5.1-5.2. Rather than using inverse models to
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Figure 5.7: Autoencoder-based post-shot analysis (left) and simple inverse model
post-shot analysis (right).

find post-shot simulations which are consistent with only four observables, inverse

models built with the autoencoder find simulations which are consistent with all 45

observables included in the latent space. Figure 5.8 shows the distributions of four of

the observables, and Fig. 5.9 shows the corresponding post-shot simulation inputs.

Requiring post-shot simulations to be consistent with a set of 45 observables

results in more accurate and precise predictions of the simulation inputs from the

inverse models, as shown in Fig. 5.9. Although there is still error accumulation from

the forward and inverse models, resulting in some post-shot simulations which have

observable values slightly outside the range of the true experimental uncertainties,

shown in Fig. 5.8, the error is significantly lower than that in Fig 5.1.

The inverse modeling approach to post-shot analysis performs best when a large

number of observables are used to constrain the simulation inputs; when matching

only a small number of observations the mapping is highly degenerate, and MCMC

sampling the forward model yields better results. Although including a large num-
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Figure 5.8: Distributions of simulation outputs from a simulation-only inference test.
Blue distributions indicate the true values, red distributions are those found by first
using the latent space inverse model to map the blue distributions to simulation in-
puts, then using the forward model to map back to the latent space, which is decoded
to produce simulation outputs. The latent space post-shot analysis locates simula-
tions which agree well with experimental observations, without requiring expensive
MCMC sampling.
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Figure 5.9: Distributions of simulation inputs. Red distributions are those found via
the inverse model which maps from the latent space (composed of 45 observables
compressed to 10 latent parameters) to the simulation input space. The bold black
line indicates the true value of the input. The latent space post-shot analysis results
in better-constrained and more accurate values for the simulation inputs which are
consistent with experimental observations, and does not require expensive MCMC
sampling of the forward model.
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ber of observables in the inverse models does not remove all of the degeneracy, it

does improve the inverse model accuracy significantly. Furthermore, when matching

several dozen observables MCMC sampling can be prohibitively expensive, thus in-

verse models augmented with autoencoders offer a promising alternative to MCMC

sampling when searching high dimensional spaces for inverse solutions.

5.3 Post-shot analyses of HED experiments

The same methodology applied to post-shot analysis of indirect drive ICF ex-

periments can be extended to other experimental platforms which rely heavily on

computer simulations for design, such as high energy density experiments carried

out at the NIF. The autoencoder-based post-shot analysis is being applied to the

analysis of emission spectra from materials at extreme conditions to infer physical

quantities, such as temperature or density. This work is ongoing, and the results

presented are preliminary.

Autoencoders are used to compress emission spectra to low-dimensional latent

space representations, which can then be used to train a DJINN model which relates

the latent space to physical quantities of interest. Figure 5.10 illustrates an example

spectrum and its reconstruction from a database of simple ICF implosions with Ge

in the ablator, modeled with the multiphysics code Cretin [114]. Cretin uses detailed

atomic physics calculations to determine the expected emission spectra that would

be observed in an experiment with specified physical conditions. Thus far, we have

demonstrated the ability to train autoencoders and DJINN models using a database

of approximately 70,000 Cretin simulations which span a 10D input parameter space.

The autoencoders compress the 250-energy bin spectra into a 10D latent space with

less than 3% mean reconstruction error. The inverse DJINN models which map the

10D latent space to the 10D input space are not as accurate as necessary for mean-
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Figure 5.10: A few examples of the true Ge emission spectra (solid black) and the
reconstructed spectra (dashed red) after passing through a 10D latent space autoen-
coder.

ingful applications to experimental data; however, recent improvements to the Cretin

code could improve the quality of these models in the future. Figure 5.11 illustrates

the quality of the inverse model predictions for the physics parameters given an input

spectrum. The true values of the physics parameters are shown in black, the blue

distributions are the DJINN predictions. DJINN is able to consistently predict many

of the physics parameters accurately (such as tempatures, and mix regions), but is

unable to predict features such as the filltube, or the outer radius of the fuel.
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Figure 5.11: Example set of inferred inputs given the emission spectrum in the top
left of Figure 5.10. N and T are the densities and temperatures in three distinct
regions of the fuel, mhot is the mass of the hotspot, mix is the amount of mix in
the region outside of the hotspot, mixhot is the mix in the hotspot, theta is the
size of a filltube perturbation, mCH is the mass of the ablator, and Rmax is the
outer radius. The red dots indicate the boundaries of the 10D space that the Cretin
database spans, the true values of the parameters are indicated in black, and the
blue distributions are the inferred values from the DJINN inverse model.
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5.4 Conclusions

Ensembles of deep neural networks with dropout are used as approximate Bayesian

models to perform post-shot analyses for inertial confinement fusion experiments.

Inverse models, which map directly from output to input space, are compared to tra-

ditional MCMC sampling of the forward model for post-shot analysis. The inverse

models suffer from large uncertainties when constrained by only a few outputs, but

the benefits of using inverse models become evident when searching for post-shot

simulations which match a large number of experimental outputs.

Autoencoder neural networks are used to compress a large number of observables

into a lower dimensional representation of the data, and inverse models are trained

to map from this low dimensional “latent” space to the simulation inputs directly.

Autoencoder augmented post-shot analyses enable the best post-shot simulations

to be found rapidly, by simply evaluating a neural network multiple times. This

approach is much more efficient than MCMC sampling a forward model, which can

be prohibitively expensive when searching high dimensional parameter spaces for

solutions that are consistent with several dozen experimental outputs.

Neural network-based post-shot analyses offer a promising approach to interpret-

ing ICF experiments, as they provide uncertainty estimates on the inferred simulation

inputs, and thus can be used to establish the relative likelihoods of certain hypothe-

ses explaining the experimental data. Furthermore, neural network-based inverse

modeling can be applied to a variety of problems beyond ICF; as an example we

have applied these technologies to other high energy density experimental platforms.

However, such analyses will not yield reliable results if the simulation database does

not properly encapsulate the experiments of interest. Advanced sampling techniques

that specifically search for regions of parameter space that are consistent with the
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experimental data could improve the design of databases upon which the surrogate

models are trained for future post-shot analyses. Alternatively, it could be the case

that the simulator is incapable of producing results consistent with observations from

an experiment; in this case it might be more useful to pursue model calibration in

order to make more predictive models; this is explored in the next chapter.
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6. TRANSFER LEARNING TO MODEL INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION

EXPERIMENTS

In the previous chapter we presented neural network-based post-shot analysis of

ICF and other HED experiments performed at NIF. The goal of a post-shot analysis

is to find the simulation inputs that are most consistent with experimental measure-

ments, carried out after the experiment has been performed. Post-shot analyses are

often necessary for NIF experiments as most high fidelity simulations only model

the capsule, and inputs for these simulations are not controllable or directly mea-

surable in experiments. The primary unknown input for capsule-only simulations

is the radiation drive. Hohlraum simulations produce an approximate drive for the

capsule, but due to the expense of high resolution simulations, this drive is often

an approximation of what occurs in experiments, and must be adjusted by inferring

drive multipliers using post-shot techniques.

Post-shot analyses assume that the simulator is correct and capable of making

predictions consistent with the experiment, if the correct inputs can be determined.

This assumption does not always hold, and due to the vast number of inputs to

the simulation and the large uncertainties in some experimental measurements, it

is difficult to define what it means to find a set of inputs that are “consistent”

with experimental observations. It is possible that the simulator is incorrect, and

an exhaustive search for the best post-shot simulation will yield outputs that are

inconsistent with at least some of the experimental measurements. Currently, well-

tuned post-shot simulations often match on the order of 10 experimental scalars

within the experimental uncertainties [33]. Post-shots are useful for understanding

an experiment after the fact, but because simulation inputs are inferred on a shot-
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by-shot basis and the inputs are not necessarily consistent across shots, they do not

always aid in predicting the outcome of future experiments.

If instead we assume the simulator has error, we can take an alternative ap-

proach to creating a more predictive model. This approach is often referred to as

model calibration – using experimental data to “calibrate” an inaccurate surrogate

to produce a model which is more consistent with reality. Model calibration is a

broadly-researched topic [139, 128, 12], with the most popular technique developed

by Kennedy and O’Hagan [67]. In this approach, the true model (Ytrue(x)) is assumed

to be an additive combination of a simulator (Ysim(x)) and an unknown discrepancy

term (δ(x)), as shown in Eq. 6.1, which must be determined with experimental data.

The form of this discrepancy term must be specified by the user, however, and the

complexity is limited by the amount of experimental data that is available.

Ytrue(x) = Ysim(x) + δ(x) (6.1)

Researchers have explored Bayesian calibration with discrepancy terms for ICF

data [33]; however, these techniques require the simulation and experiment share the

same inputs. In the case of NIF data, a subset of experimental observables are used

to infer the simulation inputs, while observables not included in this inference step

are calibrated with a discrepancy term. This method suffers from high degrees of

degeneracy, as the input parameter inference and discrepancy term calibration terms

can compensate for one another, increasing overall uncertainties in predictions. In

this work, we propose a non-parametric model calibration technique, referred to as

“transfer learning”, for calibrating ICF models.

Traditional machine learning models gain knowledge by observing large quantities

of labeled data. For example, if the task is to classify photos of animals, a model
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will need to be exposed to millions of labeled images of all the animals it is expected

to classify, in a variety of different scenarios, colors, perspectives, etc, in order to

classify the animals correctly. Supervised learning tasks are straightforward to solve

when large quantities of data are available; however, many of these techniques break

down when limited to small sets of labeled data.

Transfer learning is an alternative learning technique that can help overcome

the challenge of training on small datasets. Transfer learning is a method for using

knowledge gained while solving one problem, and applying it to a different, but

related problem. This approach is most commonly used for image classification

tasks [58, 101, 147] , for which there are many large databases of labeled images [26,

30, 47]. There are several neural networks that have already been trained on such

datasets that are available for download, such as AlexNet [73] and Inception [132],

which can take several weeks on dozens of GPUs to train from scratch. These neural

networks have been studied extensively, and they appear to learn how to recognize

images in a logical series of steps as the hidden layers of the network are traversed.

First, the networks often search for edges in the images, then for simple geometric

patterns, and eventually they begin to recognize specific characterstics, such as eyes,

arms, ears, etc. In general, the deeper layers of the network focus on finer details

in the images. It is thus expected that neural networks trained on any large image

dataset are learning about features common to all images (edges, shapes, contrast) in

the early layers of the model. It thus seems reasonable to take the first few layers of

one of these pretrained neural networks, freezing them, and then retraining the last

few layers of the network on a new set of images for a distinct classification task. The

old frozen layers teach the network to “see”; the last few layers teach the network

to “recognize” specific types of images. Transfer learning is the process of taking a

network trained on a large dataset, freezing the first several layers of the network,
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then retraining the last layers on a different, often smaller dataset. As an example

relevant to ICF, researchers in the NIF optics group have used transfer learning on

AlexNet and Inception to classify images of different types of damage that occur on

the optics at NIF. There are not enough labeled optics images to train a network

from scratch, but transfer learning on a network trained on ImageNet [26] has proved

to be a huge success. This methodology has enabled the group to automate their

damage inspection by letting the network process the images of optical componnets,

rather than having an optics expert inspect each image manually [65].

In ICF it is often the case that we do not have enough experimental measurements

to train a machine learning model on the experimental data alone. We are not

interested in image classification for our implosions, so traditional transfer learning

using a pre-trained open-source model is not appropriate. However, we do have the

ability to create massive databases of ICF simulations, which we suspect are a good

reflection of reality, but need to be tuned to be more consistent with experiments.

We therefore propose the use of transfer learning as a non-parametric approach for

calibrating a simulation-based neural network to experiments. The general approach

is illustrated in Figure 6.1: train a neural network on simulation data to relate

simulation inputs to observable outputs. Freeze many of the layers of the neural

network, but leave some open for re-training. Retrain these available weights using

the sparse set of experimental data for which the inputs and output observables are

known. Similar to how image-based neural networks learn to “see” in early layers

of the network, the first few layers on a network trained on ICF simulation data

might learn the low-order shape of the response surface. The last few layers would

then be minor perturbations to this surface, which can be adjusted to align with

experimental observables when experimental data is limited.

We will test the feasibility of using transfer learning to produce neural networks
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Figure 6.1: To transfer learn from simulations to experiments, the first three layers of
the simulation-based network are frozen, and the remaining two layers are available
for retraining with the experimental data.
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that accurately predict the outcomes of ICF experiments. This idea requires the

inputs and outputs be similar for both simulations and experiments, which makes

it challenging to apply this technique to NIF datasets. We often model NIF exper-

iments using capsule-only simulations, as they can be modeled with much higher

resolution than integrated hohlraum simulations. However, capsule-only simulations

have a set of inputs that are different from those specified in an experiment. In order

to test transfer learning on NIF data, we would need to run an ensemble of hohlraum

simulations which span the design space of multiple NIF experiments, however this

would require exploring a 5D or larger design space, meaning we would need to run

on the order of tens of thousands of hohlraum simulations. Since this would require

massive computational resources, we opt to study the efficacy of transfer learning for

ICF data using a dataset that is already available for analysis. This data is provided

by researchers at the Laboratory of Laser Energetics (LLE), where they perform

direct drive ICF experiments at the Omega laser facility [66]. In direct drive, the

capsule-only simulations and experiments have the same inputs and can produce the

same observable outputs, making calibration via transfer learning possible. Further-

more, the Omega facility has performed a large number of experiments [10] that

span a modest design space, making it feasible to create the simulation database

that spans the space of the experiments.

In section 6.1 we will introduce a proposed hierarchical approach to transfer

learning for numerical simulation data. In section 6.2, we will compare standard and

hierarchical transfer learning for the Omega dataset, and use the transfer learned

models to study the discrepancies between simulations and experiments in section

6.3.
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6.1 Hierarchical transfer learning

Computer simulations of complex physical systems are often modeled at varying

levels of fidelity. Quick, low fidelity models are used to explore vast design spaces

for optimal settings, and expensive high fidelity models might be used in interesting

regions of design space to compute predictions of planned experiments. The high

fidelity simulations are often more accurate and reliable than the inexpensive, ap-

proximate models, but the expense of running the simulation often prevents their

use in large parameter scans. It might, however, be possible to create models that

emulate high fidelity simulations with reduced computational cost by using transfer

learning. For example, a model trained on a dense Latin hypercube sampled set of

1D simulations could be calibrated to a sparse Latin hypercube of 2D simulations

that fill the same design space. Rather than running a dense Latin hypercube of 2D

simulations to train a 2D surrogate model, one could obtain an accurate surrogate

by transfer learning from 1D to 2D with a relatively small number of 2D simula-

tions, saving substantial computational resources. Furthermore, this 2D-calibrated

model can be subsequently calibrated to experimental data. If the 2D model is a

better reflection of reality than the 1D model, the transfer learning step between 2D

and the experiment should be easier to train than jumping from 1D directly to the

experimental data. We refer to this technique of transfer learning from low to subse-

quently higher fidelity simulations to the experimental data as “hierarchical transfer

learning”.

To demonstrate the utility of hierarchical transfer learning, consider the simple

function:

f(a, x) = xeax, (6.2)
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where x and a are random variables; x between [-1,1] and a between [0,1]. This

expression will be the “experiment” or true function. We also have a low and high

fidelity approximation of the experiment:

flow(a, x) = x, (6.3)

fhigh(a, x) = x+ ax2, (6.4)

where these are the first (low fidelity) and second (high fidelity) order Taylor ex-

pansions for the true function. This problem will be used to study the benefits of

hierarchical transfer learning; specifically we are interested in whether or not step-

ping through the hierarchy results in better models than calibrating directly from

low fidelity data to the experiments.

For this comparison, we begin with DJINN models with 3 hidden layers that take

(x, a) as inputs and predict f(x, a) or one of the approximations to f(x, a). First

we compute the average explained variance score (averaged over 5 random train-

ing/testing data splits of 80/20%) for DJINN models trained on experiments alone;

this is the standard to which we will compare various transfer learning techniques, as

we do not expect them to exceed the performance of a DJINN model trained purely

on experimental data. Next, we transfer learn from high fidelity simulations to exper-

iments, then from low fidelity simulations to experiments. Finally, we transfer learn

from low to high fidelity, and then to experiments to test the hierarchical approach.

The results are summarized in Table 6.2; the neural network hyperparameters are

noted in Table 6.1 and are kept the same for all of the models.

For this simple example, there is not a statistically significant difference between

a model trained exclusively on a large dataset of experiments, models that are trained
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Table 6.1: Hyper-parameters for original model and transfer learning for the Taylor
expansion example.

Original Model Parameters
Number of models 5

Hidden layer widths
4-8-14; 4-7-15, 4-8-14;
4-7-15; 4-7-14

Learning rate 0.004
Batch size 50
Epochs 300

Transfer Learning Parameters
Retrained layers Last 2
Learning rate 0.0001
Batch size 1
Epochs 300

Table 6.2: Comparison of hierarchical and one-step transfer learning to direct mod-
eling of experiments.

Model
Mean±SD

Explained Variance
p-value

Train with 100 exp. 0.994 ± 0.004 -
Train with 100 high fid.;

TL with 25 exp.
0.994 ± 0.006 0.957

Train with 100 low fid.;
TL with 25 exp.

0.954 ± 0.041 0.016

Train with 100 low fid.;
TL with 50 high fid.
+ TL with 25 exp.

0.981 ± 0.025 0.279
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on high fidelity simulations and calibrated to experiments, and models that are hi-

erarchically calibrated. However, these three models are statistically significantly

better than the model which is calibrated directly from low fidelity to the experi-

ment, illustrating that there is an advantage of informing the model of high fidelity

data prior to experimental calibration. In order to make an accurate emulator of

the experiments, the cost of each of these routes should be the determining factor in

which method to choose; however, it is expected in most cases that the hierarchical

method, which requires the least number of experiments and/or high fidelity simu-

lations, is cheapest. For this simple example the computational cost is negligible,

but for applications in which complex multi-physics systems are being modeled, the

computational cost difference between low and high fidelity simulations can be sub-

stantial. For such systems experiments are also often costly and limited in number.

In Table 6.2 only a single size dataset is considered for the hierarchical model. To

determine the minimum number of high fidelity simulations and experiments that is

needed to get a model that is not significantly different than the baseline (experiment

only) surrogate, we can compute the mean explained variance score as the dataset

sizes are varied. First, we determine the minimum number of high-fidelity points

that are required to produce a transfer-learned model that is of similar performance

to a model trained exclusively on 100 high fidelity simulations. Then, we determine

how many experiments are needed to recalibrate this model to be on par with the

experiment-only baseline model. As in the models from Table 6.2, the number of

points in the dataset includes training and testing data, which are split into 80/20%

sets. The transfer learning parameters are held constant as recorded in Table 6.1,

and each model starts with the same low fidelity surrogate trained on 80 data points

and validated on the remaining 20 points.

Figure 6.2 illustrates how the transfer learning quality improves as the number
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Figure 6.2: “High fidelity” prediction quality as the number of high fidelity data
points used for transfer learning from low fidelity data is increased. 30-40 high
fidelity data points with transfer learning produce a model that is comparable in
quality to one trained exclusively on 100 high fidelity simulations.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental prediction accuracy as the number of experimental data
points is increased in hierarchical transfer learning. Models are first trained on 100
low fidelity simulations, calibrated to high fidelity with 30 high fidelity data points,
then subsequently calibrated to the experiments. The model quality converges with
about 25 experiments, and is comparable to the performance of a model trained on
100 experiments alone.
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of high fidelity data points is increased; the error bars reflect the variation in per-

formance when the testing/training datasets are shuffled. Around 30 high fidelity

samples, the transfer learned model begins to perform similarly to the model trained

only on 100 high fidelity simulations. We use 30 high fidelity simulations in the hier-

archical model, and next determine the minimum number of experiments necessary

to subsequently calibrate the model to experiments. A model trained on 100 experi-

mental values is taken as the baseline to which we are comparing the transfer learned

model. Figure 6.3 illustrates the quality of the transfer learned model predictions as

the number of experiments is varied. For this example, good performance is achieved

with 25 experiments, beyond this the improvement in model quality is minimal.

Whether or not it is beneficial to perform heirarchical transfer learning depends

on the relative expense of the varying levels of fidelity in simulations and the exper-

iments. If running 100 low fidelity and 30 high fidelity simulations is cheaper than

100 high fidelity simulations, it is worth taking the hierarchical approach for sub-

sequently calibrating to 25 experiments; however there may be situations in which

running a high fidelity database is preferred. There are many other factors that

could optimize performance of the hierarchical model, such as where the high fidelity

simulations and experiments are placed in the design space; future work will explore

how to optimize sampling for hierarchical transfer learning.

The previous results are for a very simple, low dimensional function that is fast

to evalaute. In the next sections, we apply the same techniques to a real-world

application: direct drive inertial confinement fusion experiments from the Omega

laser facility.
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6.2 Transfer learning for ICF model calibration

The database we use to test hierarchical transfer learning for ICF data is com-

posed of 23 experiments from the Omega laser facility that roughly fall into a 9D de-

sign space. Researchers at Omega provided a database of 30k LILAC [25] simulations

Latin hypercube sampled [87] in the 9D input space encompassing the experiments.

The nine inputs include laser pulse parameters: the average drive, drive rise time,

energy on the target, the first picket power, foot power, foot width, and foot picket

width, and capsule geometry parameters: the ice thickness and the outer radius of

the capsule. The 30k simulations are low fidelity; they are 1D, do not account of

laser-plasma interactions (LPI), and use approximate equations of state. Each sim-

ulation takes about 10 wall-clock minutes to run. Each of the 23 experiments is

accompanied by their best post-shot simulation, which is a high-fidelity LILAC sim-

ulation with LPI, more accurate equations of state, and nonlocal electron transport;

these simulations require approximately 8-10 wall-clock hours to run. Both the low

and high fidelity simulations produce a large number of scalar outputs; 19 of which

are included in the following analysis. There are only 5 observables available for all

23 experiments that are common to the simulation database that will be used to test

transfer learning with experimental data.

In section 6.2.1, we train the low fidelity simulation-based neural networks using

DJINN. We will refer to the models trained only on the low fidelity LILAC simu-

lations as “low fidelity DJINN” models. In section 6.2.2, we use transfer learning

to calibrate from low fidelity to high fidelity (post-shot) simulations, and to experi-

ments.
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Table 6.3: Hyper-parameters for original model and transfer learning for the Omega
dataset.

Original Model Parameters
Number of models 5

Hidden layer widths
11-13-22-16; 11-14-19-26; 11-14-24-16;
11-15-29-30; 11-14-22-29

Learning rate 0.004
Batch size 1500
Epochs 400

Transfer Learning Parameters
Retrained layers Last 2
Learning rate 0.0003
Batch size 1
Epochs 2300

6.2.1 Low fidelity simulation-based DJINN models

The low-fidelity simulation database is used to train an ensemble of five low-

fidelity DJINN models, which predict all 19 observables simultaneously and are in-

dividually cross-validated. The variance between DJINN models, each of which have

been trained on a different random 80% subset of the data, will provide uncertainty

estimates on the model predictions. The hyperparameters used to train the networks

are summarized in Table 6.3. The mean explained variance score for each output is

given in Table 6.4.

The same low fidelity DJINN models are used for standard (low fidelity simula-

tions to experiments) and hierarchical transfer learning (low to high fidelity simula-

tions to experiments).

6.2.2 Hierarchical transfer learning with the Omega dataset

For the Omega database, we compare the hierarchical approach, shown in Figure

6.4, to transfer learning directly from low fidelity simulations to experiments. We
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Table 6.4: Mean explained variance scores on the test datasets for five DJINN models
trained on random 80% subsets of the 30k low-fidelity LILAC simulations.

AbsorptionFraction: 0.991 PeakKineticEnergy: 0.981 Tion DD: 0.959
Adiabat: 0.886 Pressure: 0.958 Vi: 0.971
BW: 0.869 R0: 0.962 Yield: 0.944
BangTime: 0.990 RhoR: 0.968 Yield DD: 0.949
ConvergenceInner: 0.964 ShockMass: 0.856 Rhomaxbt: 0.962
ConvergenceOuter: 0.962 Rhonave: 0.967
IFAR: 0.885 Tion: 0.956

Figure 6.4: Hierarchical transfer learning work flow for the Omega data. DJINN
models are trained on the low fidelity simulation database. They are next calibrated
to the high fidelity post-shot simulations via transfer learning and are subsequently
calibrated to the experiments. This approach is compared to direct transfer learning
from low-fidelity simulations to experiments, to evaluate the advantages high-fidelity
simulations might offer.

refer to the models transfer learned to post-shot simulations as “post-shot DJINN”

models, and those that are subsequently transfer learned to experiments as “experi-

ment DJINN” models. If the post-shots are more accurate depictions of reality than

the low fidelity simulations, priming the DJINN model with post-shot information

prior to calibrating to the experiments could improve the ability of the model to

adapt to the experimental data, as in the example of Section 6.1.

The low fidelity DJINN models described in the previous section are calibrated
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independently, each on a different random subset of the post-shot or experimental

data. For each of the models, the first three layers of weights are frozen, and the

remaining two layers are available for retraining, as shown in the cartoon in Figure

6.1. Note that the architecture of the networks is not reflected in this cartoon; the

true architectures are given in Table 6.5 for the ensemble of five DJINN models.

The last two layers of weights are retrained to convergence for 2000 epochs with

a batch size of one, and a learning rate of 0.0003 in the Adam optimizer. Each

model is trained on a random 90% of the experimental data (20 points) and tested

on the remaining 10% (3 points). The low fidelity and post-shot simulations have

19 outputs, but the experiments only have 5 available observables. To calibrate to

the experiments, the cost function, which is the MSE of the 19 scaled outputs, is

modified such that the missing 14 outputs are not weighted. More explicitly, the

cost becomes a weighted MSE where the weights are zero for outputs not measured

in the experiment, and unity for those that are observed in the experiment. The

predictions for the remaining 14 observables are not constrained by the experimental

data and could change in non-physically motivated ways, thus we will focus only

on the 5 available observables. An equivalent approach to the weighted cost func-

tion would be to train the low fidelity and post-shot DJINN models with only the

5 outputs available in the experiment. We choose to retain all 19 outputs so we

can evaluate the accuracy of the post-shot calibration for all 19 observables in the

hierarchical modeling approach. Note that all input and output data is scaled [0,1],

using the parameter ranges set by the database of 30k simulations, prior to training.

This prevents the cost function from being biased toward outputs that are larger in

magnitude due to the choice of units.

First we consider transfer learning from the low fidelity simulations to the post-

shot simulations. Figure 6.5 illustrates the prediction error (calculated on training
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Table 6.5: Architectures of DJINN models trained on the Omega databases. There
are nine inputs and nineteen outputs for the baseline, low fidelity models.

Architectures
(9, 10, 13, 20, 20, 19)
(9, 10, 11, 23, 21, 19)
(9, 11, 11, 13, 20, 19)
(9, 11, 12, 19, 25, 19)
(9, 10, 13, 22, 25, 19)

and testing data combined), computed as:

Error =
Prediction− Post shot

Post shot
, (6.5)

for all nineteen available outputs for the uncalibrated (low fidelity) and calibrated

(post-shot) DJINN models. The error bars reflect the standard deviation in predic-

tion errors from the ensemble of DJINN models; the points on Fig. 6.5 illustrate the

mean error.

The low fidelity and post-shot simulations differ significantly in their predictions

of the nineteen observables, shown by the error in the blue points of Figure 6.5. The

mean error of less than 5% in the red points indicates that the networks are able to

successfully learn the post-shot outputs via transfer learning.

The post-shot calibrated models are next calibrated to the experimental data,

again by transfer learning the last two layers of the network – the same layers that

were modified to calibrate to the post-shot data. The mean and standard deviation

of final prediction error is now computed using the experiment as the ground truth:

Error =
Prediction− Experiment

Experiment
. (6.6)

The prediction quality is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 for the low-fidelity, post-shot, and
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Figure 6.5: Prediction error (with the post-shot as the ground truth) for calibrated
and uncalibrated DJINN models. The low fidelity model predicts post-shot observ-
ables with significant error, as the models contain different physics. The models
calibrated to post-shot data are able to predict all 19 post-shot observables with
high accuracy.

experiment DJINN models.

Figure 6.6 illustrates that the post-shot is not necessarily more predictive of

reality than the low fidelity simulations; however, transfer learning to experiments is

still successful. The largest error for transfer learning is in the yield, perhaps due to

the model needing to adjust its predictions by over an order of magnitude for most

experiments, however the mean prediction error for all observables is close to zero.

Since the post-shot models are no closer to the experiments than the low fidelity

models, hierarchical modeling does not offer significant benefits for this dataset; com-

parable results are achieved by transfer learning directly from low fidelity simulations

to the experiments. Table 6.6 records the average explained variance ratio for each

the experimental observables for the hierarchical models, and those that calibrated

directly from low fidelity to experiments. The explained variance ratios are computed

on the test dataset, and are averaged for the five models.
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Figure 6.6: Prediction error (with the experiment as the ground truth) for low fidelity
DJINN models, DJINN models calibrated to the post-shot data, and DJINN models
calibrated to the experimental data. The experimentally calibrated models predict
the five experimental observables with high accuracy.

Table 6.6: Explained variance scores for models calibrated from low fidelity to post-
shot simulations to experimental data, and for models calibrated directly from low
fidelity simulations to experiments. The post-shot simulations are not an accurate
picture of reality, and thus there are no significant benefits of first calibrating to the
post-shot data for this particular dataset.

Explained Variance (Mean +/- Std)
Observable Hierarchical Low fid. - Exp. p-value
Burnwidth 0.975 ± 0.023 0.889 ± 0.079 0.139
Bangtime 0.987 ± 0.015 0.942 ± 0.092 0.364
ρR 0.874 ± 0.097 0.835 ± 0.179 0.712
Tion 0.988 ± 0.009 0.924 ± 0.094 0.211
Yield 0.818 ± 0.143 0.956 ± 0.034 0.096
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Figure 6.7: Actual experimental observations plotted against the three DJINN mod-
els predictions. The blue and red points indicate the low and high fidelity model
predictions, respectively; both of which have high prediction error. Predictions of
the four most recent experiments are shown in yellow circled in bold black, after trans-
fer learning using previous experimental data (uncircled yellow). The experiment-
calibrated model is able to accurately predict future experiments with significantly
higher accuracy than the simulation-based models.

The previous analyses always involve randomly choosing the training and testing

data for model calibration. To illustrate how these models can be used to predict the

outcomes of future experiments, we take the models calibrated to the post-shot data

(which is just a high fidelity calculation at desired experimental locations in design

space) and calibrate this model to experiments using only the oldest 19 experiments

in the data set. We then test the models on the 4 most recent experiments; the

predictions are shown in Figure 6.7. Training on the old data and predicting the four

most recent experiments requires the model to extrapolate in input space, away from

the old experimental data. The model is able to successfully predict the outcomes of

the newest four experiments, demonstrating it does have the ability to successfully

extrapolate away from the training data.
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6.3 Exploring discrepancies between simulations and Omega experiments with

transfer learning

A result of hierarchical transfer learning is that we now have models that emulate

low fidelity simulations, post-shot simulations, and experiments. We can use these

three models to explore the 9D design space and study the discrepancies between

the two types of simulations and the experiments.

A primary use of ICF implosion simulations is to find optimal design settings

for experiments. An interesting application of the three models is thus to search for

“optimal” designs using each fidelity surrogate and determine if the simulation-based

models suggest a similar “optimal” design as the experiment-informed model. For

this exercise, we define an optimal design as one that maximizes the experimental

ignition threshold factor (ITFX):

ITFX ∝ Yield · ρR2. (6.7)

where ρR is the areal density. The resulting optimal designs are illustrated in Fig. 6.8.

There are several important differences between the three optimal designs. First,

consider the differences between the low fidelity (blue) and post-shot (red) designs.

The low fidelity design prefers high compression of a thick capsule, and achieves

this by driving the capsule with a very high power. This differs from the high

fidelity design, which prefers a lower power and thinner shell in order to achieve a

similar implosion velocity and yield. The high fidelity design includes LPI effects,

so it is reasonable for this design to lower the peak power to avoid LPI [84]. Next

consider the experimental design: this design adjusts the picket and the foot of the

pulse. Lowering the foot of the pulse (around 0.75 ns) lowers the adiabat inside

the shell, allowing for higher compression and therefore higher areal density. To
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Figure 6.8: Designs which optimize ITFX according to the low fidelity, post-shot,
and experiment DJINN models. The three designs are distinct due to the lack of ac-
curate physics models, asymmetries, and other experimental sources of performance
degradation not included in the simulations.
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Table 6.7: Predictions of the low fidelity, high fidelity, and experiment DJINN models
at the point of optimal Yield(ρR)2 according to each of the three models.

log10(Yield(ρR)2) at: Low Fi. Optimal High Fi. Optimal Exp. Optimal
Low Fi. DJINN 19.764 19.586 19.570
High Fi. DJINN 19.421 19.598 19.273
Exp. DJINN 18.951 19.019 19.070

mitigate instabilities associated with higher compression, the picket of the pulse is

increased to increase the adiabat on the outer surface of the shell. The higher adibat

stabilizes hydrodynamic instbailites by increasing the ablation velocity [42, 71, 3].

The experimental capsule is thicker and is driven at an even lower power than the

post shot for a longer period of time; perhaps due to underestimation of the LPI

effects by the post-shot simulations.

It is interesting to compare the predictions for each fidelity of DJINN model for

the three optimal designs, given in Table 6.7. The low fidelity model optimal design

is expected to perform extremely well according to the low fidelity model, but the

experiment-calibrated model expects it to perform 24% worse than the experimental

optimal. Thus, relying on simulations alone to search for optimal designs leads to

incorrect conclusions about how to optimize the design.

The maximum ITFX design according to the experiment-calibrated model is con-

sistent with other analyses of this database [45, 44, 10]. The researchers at Omega

have been training power law-based models to relate simulation outputs and experi-

mental measurements; through this process they found that to optimize yield, they

should increase the thickness of the ice in the capsule. A series of shots confirmed

this prediction; they used the power law models to predict their next experiment,

each time increasing the thickness of the capsule by just a few percent, then using the

new experimental data to update their model before designing the next experiment.
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In this process their goal was to maximize yield only, and a separate campaign was

developed to optimize areal density (ρR) independently, by modifying the picket and

foot of the pulse, which sets and shapes the adiabat of the implosion. After optimiz-

ing the areal density, they plan to use an iterative procedure to optimize yield and

areal density together– targeting yield through capsule geometry and ρR through

the laser pulse. This approach is largely physics-guided, and treats the pulse and

capsule independently to independently optimize yield and areal density seperately,

and will not explicitly account for interaction terms between the pulse and capsule

geometry.

The neural network-based optimization can consider nonlinear interactions be-

tween the inputs, unlike power laws, this optimization procedure tunes the pulse

and capsule simultaneously to maximize ITFX. However, the neural networks might

be inaccurate far from the experimental data, thus caution should be taken to make

small extrapolations from the data with this technique as well. However, the fact that

two independent and very distinct methods for combining simulation and experimen-

tal data leads to similar suggestions for optimizing performance is encouraging, and

shows that there is promise in using transfer learning to calibrate ICF simulations

to experiments.

6.4 Conclusions

Transfer learning with deep jointly-informed neural networks has enabled the

creation of surrogate models which emulate more expensive simulations and exper-

iments, without requiring massive quantities of expensive data. Transfer learning

uses low fidelity simulations to learn the approximate responses surfaces, then uses

a sparse collection of expensive high fidelity simulations or experimental data to

modify a limited number of weights in the network. The resulting networks accu-
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rately emulate the expensive data, without requiring a large database of high fidelity

simulations or experiments to train the neural network from scratch. Hierarchical

transfer learning, the process of calibrating from low to high fidelity simulations

to experiments (or between levels of fidelity of simulations) enables the creation of

accurate emulators for the highest fidelity simulations or experiments, with lower

computational cost than creating a neural network on the highest fidelity data alone.

Transfer learning with DJINN enables the creation of neural network models that

are predictive of direct drive ICF experiments at the Omega laser facility, which are

used to design optimal implosions for future experiments.

Applying this methodology to indirect drive ICF experiments at NIF presents

additional challenges. In order to perform transfer learning with NIF data, ensembles

of hohlraum simulations are required, as the inputs for the hohlraum simulation

and the experiments are the same. Hohlraum simulations are significantly more

expensive than the capsule-only simulations used for the Omega simulations, and

thus only small parameter spaces (fewer than 5 parameters) can be mapped out

with a modest number of simulations (fewer than 50k). However, there are few NIF

experiments that span such a small dimensional parameter space; several parmeters

are changed from one experiment to the next, and there may only be a few (fewer

than 10) experiments that span a 5D design space. Thus to perform transfer learning

for NIF successfully, a series of (10 or more) experiments that span a 5D or fewer

space must be performed. Alternatively, constructing a model that maps from the

real experimental input space to capsule simulation inputs is being considered; this

mapping from experimental inputs to capsule inputs could be learned with hohlraum

simulations. The model that maps from experimental inputs to capsule inputs can

be joined with the model than maps from capsule inputs to observables, and the

combined model can be adjusted via transfer learning with experimental data. This
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would still require an estimated ten or more experiments for a 5D or fewer space.
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7. PREDICTING THE TIME-EVOLUTION OF MULTI-PHYSICS SYSTEMS

WITH SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE MODELS

The previous chapters focus primarily on end-time scalar quantities of inter-

est from ICF simulations and experiments. However, much of the diagnostic data

collected in ICF experiments is time-dependent and comes in the form of images,

spectra, and scalars that are often measured from multiple angles. Incorporating

the large amount of multimodal data collected in experiments into predictive models

can better constrain the predictions to be more consistent with reality. The use of

autoencoders for spectral data analysis is explored in Chapter 5, and images can be

compressed and incorporated into feed forward neural networks in a similar fashion,

but time-series data has not been incorporated into these analyses. Much of the data

collected during ICF experiments are time-dependent; incorporating this information

into the models can better constrain their predictions.

Feed forward neural networks (FFNNs) are not formulated to take advantage of

correlations in sequential data, and they are only amenable to fixed-length vector

data. In many multi-physics simulations time series data or data from discretized

meshes often varies in size between simulations depending on the boundary condi-

tions. For example, in hydrodynamics codes, simulations with slightly different ini-

tial conditions can require a different number of time steps and spatial discretization

cells, as the resolution of the simulation can dynamically change to ensure physical

processes are modeled correctly [107, 90]. Furthermore, the number of time points

and the specific time at which data are collected in experiments is also often variable.

To incorporate such data into predictive models, we need networks which are able

to handle arbitrary length sequential data.
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FFNNs have been successfully applied to sequential data by training the model

to learn the “state transition” for the quantities of interest from one time step to the

next [148]. The model can be iterated upon to predict the entire evolution of QOIs

by using the prediction from one time step as the input to the model for the next

time step. A trained state transition model can thus be given the initial conditions

of a system and predict the entire trajectory of the QOIs. Although this allows

for predictions of arbitrary sequence length, state transition models are incapable of

learning long-term relationships in the data.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are simple generalizations of FFNNs that

allow the network to retain memory of its previous states, making them attractive

options for modeling sequential data [88]. In an RNN, a neuron is replaced with

a “cell”; long short-term memory (LSTM) cells [129, 39] and gated recurrent units

(GRU) [21, 20] are commonly used cell structures as they are particularly well-suited

for learning long-range dependencies in the data. RNNs are capable of mapping

arbitrary length input sequences to arbitrary length output sequences. These models

are applied to a wide range of problems, from image captioning to machine translation

[76, 146, 141]. In this work, we focus on sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) architectures,

originally applied to machine translation [131, 81].

Standard RNN architectures can map input sequences to output sequences when

the alignment between inputs and outputs is known; however, it is unclear how to

handle situations in which the input and output sequences have lengths which differ

from one example to the next within the same set of training data, such as variable

time step simulation data. Seq2seq models handle variable sequence lengths by map-

ping an input sequence into a fixed-length “latent” vector via an “encoder” network.

The latent vector is then mapped into a variable length output sequence via a “de-

coder”. For example, in language translation the input sequence could be an English
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phrase, which is encoded into a latent “thought vector” that captures the meaning

of the phrase, and is then decoded into the equivalent French phrase. For time series

data, the input sequence is the first several time steps in the evolution of a system,

which gets encoded into the fixed-dimensional latent space. The latent space repre-

sentation of the data is decoded to produce a series of predictions for the subsequent

evolution of the system. This technique has been applied to simple time series with

success (such as oscillating or monotonic functions or modest dimensionality), but

has not been documented for real world applications [18].

The architecture of a seq2seq model, unrolled to illustrate each step of the input

and output sequences, is shown in Fig. 7.1, where the blue and red cells represent a

stack of LSTM or GRU cells for the encoder and decoder, respectively. The observed

portion of the time series is input to the encoder (blue cells), and the cell state is

passed from one time step to the next until this information arrives at the latent

space– a fixed-dimensional vector that represents the entire input time series. The

latent vector is then decoded to produce the output prediction for the unobserved

portion of the time series. The decoder (red cells) predicts the output sequence one

unit at a time, using its prediction for the current values of the QOIs and the cell

state as inputs to predict the next value of the QOIs.

The ability of seq2seq models to handle arbitrary and variable length sequential

data makes them attractive for emulating dynamic multi-physics simulations that

evolve in a variable number of time steps within the same data set. Such simulations

can be computationally expensive, making emulators that can be evaluated rapidly

an attractive option for applications such as design optimization or hypothesis test-

ing.

We are also interested in using seq2seq models to efficiently explore the param-

eter space of computationally expensive multi-physics codes. In this application,
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Figure 7.1: Unrolled seq2seq architecture. The blue and red cells represent stacks of
recurrent cells (such as GRUs) that make up the encoder and decoder, respectively.
The input image time series is compressed into a latent vector via the encoder, which
is then decoded to make a prediction for the output image time series.

a seq2seq model trained on a set of simulations that are scattered throughout the

parameter space is evaluated on-the-fly while running simulations at new locations.

If the seq2seq model predicts the time evolution of the QOIs in the new simulations

accurately, the predictable simulations are terminated in flight, and computational

resources are allocated to regions of parameter space that are less predictable; this

can result in significant computational savings for expensive simulations. This idea

has been explored with state transition models [15], in which the author efficiently

trained a state transition model by terminating simulations that were predictable,

and investing computer resources in areas of parameter space where the state tran-

sition model did not perform well.

In this work, we evaluate the ability of seq2seq models to accurately emulate

dynamic multi-physics simulations. We compare seq2seq models to state transition

models for datasets generated with multi-physics codes that vary in complexity, and

produce QOIs with dimensionality that spans several orders of magnitude. The

datasets are introduced in section 7.1, followed by the performance comparison in
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section 7.2. The disadvantages of state transition models are highlighted, along with

the benefits seq2seq models offer for high-dimensional QOIs. Applications of seq2seq

models for physics simulation data are discussed in section 7.3, including the benefits

seq2seq models could offer for advanced sampling techniques, and how they can be

used for numerical convergence studies.

7.1 Predicting the time evolution of multi-physics systems

In the following sections, seq2seq models are compared to neural network state

transition models for three datasets generated with computer simulations of varying

complexity. The multi-physics codes and corresponding datasets are presented in

section 7.1.1, followed by the performance comparison in section 7.2.

7.1.1 Databases

Seq2seq models are compared to state transition models for three sets of simu-

lation data of increasing complexity. The databases are generated using a 1D time-

dependent diffusion code, a 1D Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynamics code, and a 3D

multi-physics code that simulates inertial confinement fusion implosions. Along with

the increasing complexity of the underlying physics models, the outputs generated in

each code also become more complicated. In the following subsections, each dataset

and the codes used to generate them are described in detail.

7.1.1.1 1D Diffusion

The diffusion database contains solutions to a simple 1D diffusion problem that

determines the spatially-integrated concentration in a system as a function of time.

The diffusion equation is given by Eq, 7.1:

∂

∂t
φ−∇D∇φ = Q, (7.1)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, φ is the concentration, and Q is a source.

The time evolution of the concentration is found by solving a discretized diffusion

equation, Eq 7.2, on a spatial grid of arbitrary resolution, dx, with time step dt. The

resolution of the grid has a significant impact on the accuracy of the solution; a

coarse grid will have high error, and as the grid is refined the solution will approach

the true answer at an asymptotic rate.

φn − φn−1

∆t
− D

∆x2
(φn

i+1 − 2φn
i + φn

i−1) = Qn
i , (7.2)

where i, n indicate the mesh indices for space and time, respectively.

To generate a database of diffusion solutions, the problem is set up as follows:

the spatially-integrated concentration as a function of time is solved for in a 1D slab

of unit length with a constant diffusion coefficient D. There is a source with value

unity at the left boundary, which is turned on at time t=0. This problem has an

analytic solution, given by Eq. 7.3:

y(t) = 1− 2
√
Dt/π · e1/(2

√
Dt)2 − erf

(
1

2
√
Dt

)
. (7.3)

An implicit finite difference solver (centered-difference in space, backward Euler

in time [108]) is used to compute the total concentration for varying values of the

diffusion coefficient (D, between 1.0 and 3.0) and the spatial discretization step

size (dx between 1.0e-3 and 1.0e-5). The spatially-integrated concentration as a

function of time is recorded for 1000 time steps (step size of 1.0e-6) for 1000 random

combinations of D and dx.
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7.1.1.2 1D radiation hydrodynamics

The radiation hydrodynamics dataset tests the ability of the models to predict

high-dimensional time histories generated by a more expensive multi-physics code

with non-analytic solutions. In this task, the models are trained to predict the spatial

and temporal evolution of multiple QOIs for systems described by the radiation

hydrodynamics equations with grey diffusion (RHGD) [107], given by Eqs. 7.4-7.7:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ−→u ) = 0, (7.4)

∂

∂t
(ρ−→u ) +∇ · (ρ−→u ⊗−→u ) +∇p = −1

3
∇ε, (7.5)

∂

∂t
(
1

2
ρu2 + ρe) +∇ · ((1

2
ρu2 + ρe+ p)−→u ) = σac(ε− aT 4)− 1

3
∇ε · −→u (7.6)

∂ε

∂t
−∇ · c

3 〈σt〉
∇ε+

4

3
∇ · ε−→u = σac(aT

4 − ε) +
1

3
∇ε · −→u (7.7)

where ρ is the density, −→u is the velocity, p is the pressure, ε is the radiation energy

density, e is the specific internal energy, a is a constant, c is the speed of light, T is

the temperature, and σa, σt are the absorption and total opacities, respectively.

A Lagrangian RHGD code is used to generate solutions on a 1D grid of 100

spatial cells for 100 time steps. Three parameters are varied to generate 500 Latin

hypercube-sampled [87] data points: the initial temperature is varied between 1.0e-6

and 0.01, the initial density between 0.75 and 1.25, and the temperature of a source

on the left boundary of the slab between 0.1 and 0.6. The seq2seq models are trained
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to predict the evolution of the temperature, pressure, and density as a function of

time and position on the grid, totaling 300 time-varying parameters.

7.1.1.3 3D inertial confinement fusion implosion simulations

The final dataset used to compare state transition and seq2seq models is gener-

ated with a semi-analytic ICF implosion code [135, 79]. Three parameters are varied

to create a database of 300 simulations. The parameters are applied shape asym-

metry multipliers expressed as spherical harmonic modes (Y m
l for l=2, m=[-1,0,1])

which vary in magnitude from [1.0,1.5], and degrade the implosion performance by

distorting the shell of the ICF fuel capsule. The code generates multiple outputs;

for this application the primary QOI is the X-ray emission image of the imploding

capsule as a function of time. The images are 64x64 pixels with one color channel,

and are recorded at 10 points in time throughout the implosion.

7.2 Comparison of seq2seq and state transition models for multi-physics systems

The three datasets are used to train state transition models and seq2seq models

to predict the time evolution of the QOIs given only the initial conditions. Seq2seq

models receive an “input” sequence that contains the initial condition only (the

simulation inputs and the QOIs at the first time step), and the “output” sequence is

the subsequent evolution of the QOIs (the simulation inputs, which are unchanged,

and the evolving QOIs for the remaining time steps). The state transition models

are trained using input vectors that include the simulation inputs and the QOIs at

a time step t, and the corresponding output vectors contain the QOIs at time step

t + 1. For evaluation, the state transition model is provided the simulation inputs

and the initial value of the QOIs to predict the state at the first time step, and this

solution is iterated upon to generate the complete time series.

The state transition model is a fully connected “deep jointly-informed neural net-
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work” (DJINN) [61] from Chapter 3. The DJINN models are trained with optimized

hyper-parameters chosen by the software; these settings are summarized in Table

7.1. The seq2seq model architectures are similar for all three datasets. The encoder

and decoder share the same architecture, which is composed of two stacked GRU

cells with a fixed number of hidden units per cell. The learning rate, batch size,

and number of training epochs are chosen to optimize the performance on the test

dataset; these parameters are also summarized in Table 7.1.

Each of the three datasets is split into an 80% training set and 20% test set, the

latter is used to compare the performance of the two models. For the state transition

models, the full sequences are sectioned into two time step slices (transitions), with

time step t as an input, and t + 1 as the corresponding output. For the seq2seq

models, each sequence is a single training example with time step t = 0 as the input,

and time steps t = [1, tfinal] as the output sequence. Each time series is scaled

between [0,1] prior to training the networks.

To compare the performance of the two models, the integrated absolute error

(IAE) is computed, normalized by the sequence length, Ns:

IAE =
1

Ns

Ns∑
n=1

|Y true
n − Y pred

n |, (7.8)

where Y pred
n and Y true

n are the predicted and true values of the QOI at sequence step

n, respectively. Reported in Table 7.1 are the mean, median, and standard deviation

for test set IAE.

The seq2seq model consistently out-performs the state transition model, partic-

ularly as the dimensionality of the QOIs increases. To illustrate the quality of pre-

dictions from the seq2seq and state transition models, Figure 7.2 shows an example
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Table 7.1: Model hyper-parameters and performance metrics. The state transition
model, DJINN, is a fully connected neural network with the neurons per layer speci-
fied in the architecture column (this includes input and output layers). The seq2seq
models are composed of two stacked GRU cells with the number of hidden units
per cell specified in the architecture column. The batch size is specified in units of
transitions (trans) for the state transition model, and sequences (seq) for the seq2seq
model.

Dataset Model Architecture Learn rate Batch size # Epochs Mean IAE Median IAE SD IAE

Diffusion
DJINN 3,4,8,13,1 0.006 4000 trans 400 0.0329 0.0327 0.0059
seq2seq 14 units 0.001 20 seq 3000 0.0257 0.0243 0.0086

Rad-hydro
DJINN 303,302,159,300 0.002 2000 trans 400 0.0632 0.0607 0.0155
seq2seq 26 units 0.001 10 seq 5500 0.0419 0.0391 0.0086

ICF
DJINN – – – – – – –
seq2seq 16 units 0.001 30 seq 1500 0.0046 0.0037 0.0020

from the radiation hydrodynamics dataset. The seq2seq model predicts a smoother

and more accurate evolution of the system than the DJINN state transition model,

which displays visible discontinuities between time steps. The recurrent connections

in the seq2seq decoder allow the model to process the entire output sequence simul-

taneously and leverage long and short-term correlations in the data, resulting in a

smooth prediction for the temporal and spatial evolution of the system.

The ICF X-ray emission image dataset includes the highest number of input di-

mensions (4096 pixels) and the training data is limited to only 240 complete time

series. The DJINN state transition model performs significantly worse than the

seq2seq model, as fully-connected networks are not well-suited for high-dimensional

image data unless preceded by convolutional layers or other dimensional reduction

techniques [56, 73, 116]. Fig. 7.3 shows an example seq2seq and DJINN prediction

for this dataset. The seq2seq model demonstrates low integrated error, but displays

regions of up to 20% prediction error near steep gradients in the pixel values; addi-

tional training data may be required to reduce the error further. The DJINN state

transition model also suffers near high gradients, and displays particularly high er-
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ror in the final frames of the sequence. The first seven transitions in each sequence

show the X-ray emission region compressing, and only the final two frames illustrate

the subsequent expansion of the emission region. The state transition model, which

only learns the transition between frames, is therefore much better at predicting the

first several frames of the sequence, as the model has been exposed to significantly

more data that illustrates compression from one state to the next. The seq2seq

model, however, is able to predict the compression and expansion equally well, as

this model learns the full evolution of the sequence, and can thus recognize that the

X-ray emission region often expands toward the end of the sequence.

7.3 Using seq2seq models to improve physics simulations

Seq2seq models are attractive for multi-physics codes in which simulations can

produce data of variable sequence length within a single database, as they readily

handle variable length input and output sequences. As mentioned in the introduction,

this enables a trained seq2seq model to predict the evolution of a system at various

points in time as a simulation is progressing. For example, a simulation runs for 10

time steps, passes the data to a seq2seq model to predict the next 10 time steps,

and once the simulation reaches time step 20, the error in the model’s prediction is

evaluated. If the seq2seq model is accurately predicting the evolution of the system,

computational time can be saved by stopping the simulation early, and relying on the

seq2seq model to predict the remainder of the evolution. It is reasonable to expect

that there is a minimum number of time steps the simulation must complete, at which

point the seq2seq model can accurately predict the remainder of the evolution. This

idea is tested on the diffusion dataset. The 800 time histories from the training

dataset are split into random-length input and output sequences, both varying in

length from 10 to 90 time steps. The model is trained on the variable sequence length
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data, and is evaluated on the test dataset, which has a fixed input sequence length.

To determine the optimal input sequence length required to accurately predict the

remainder of the diffusion solution, the fixed input sequence length for the test data

is varied from 10 to 90 time steps. The test error as a function of input sequence

length is shown in Fig. 7.4.

As expected, the average prediction error per time step decreases as the sequence

length of the prediction decreases. The rate of error reduction slows around an

input sequence length of 50 time steps, suggesting that it is sufficient to run half

of a new diffusion simulation, at which point the seq2seq model can predict the

remainder of the evolution with minimal error. In the case of the diffusion code

which can be evaluated quickly, the computational time savings gained by stopping

the simulation halfway through is small. However, for expensive multi-physics codes

that take several hours to run, the amount of computational time that can be saved

by training a seq2seq model might be significant. Future work will explore the

possibility of saving computational time required to create databases of complex

simulations by using a seq2seq model to complete trajectories of QOIs given only a

small fraction of the system’s evolution.

Another interesting application of the diffusion seq2seq model is its ability to

predict solutions for various values of the discretization resolution, dx, given only

the initial conditions of the system. Although it requires extrapolation, the model

can be evaluated with increasingly small dx and compared to the analytic solution.

In Figure 7.5, the predicted, analytic, and numerical solutions with a finite dx are

shown on the left for D=1.34. On the right, the black points indicate the error in

the numerical solution as a function of dx is computed for the same value of D,

which shows the expected convergence rate of dx2 for small dx. The stars indicate

the seq2seq model error as dx is decreased beyond the boundary of the training
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data. The seq2seq model predictions for small dx do not follow the second order

convergence rate of the numerical solution, but the predictions have significantly

lower error than solutions from the training data, suggesting the model does have a

limited ability to extrapolate to smaller dx.

In this simple example, the diffusion equation can be solved quickly on a high

resolution grid to estimate the converged solution without relying on seq2seq mod-

els. However, for more complicated systems it might be necessary to run a set of

simulations with increasing levels of resolution to estimate the convergence rate of

the solution. The data generated in the convergence study can be used to train a

seq2seq model which can estimate converged solutions for systems which cannot be

solved analytically.

7.4 Conclusions

In this work, we have demonstrated the ability of seq2seq models to predict the

temporal evolution multi-physics simulations of varying complexity. The encoder-

decoder structure with recurrent connections offers many advantages over simple

state transition models; the seq2seq models can learn long-term dependencies in data,

can handle arbitrary sequence lengths, and can process high dimensional quantities

of interest effectively. By learning to accurately emulate multi-physics design codes,

seq2seq models enable rapid estimation of the time trajectory of quantities of interest

at a fraction of the cost of a full simulation. Accurately emulating the evolution of

ICF implosions with seq2seq models is the first step toward incorporating time-

dependent experimental data into a predictive framework; transfer learning with

seq2seq models is a logical next step in the progression of this work.
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Figure 7.2: Example prediction from the radiation hydrodynamics dataset. Color
maps on all panels are scaled between [0,1]. The true evolution of the system is
illustrated on the left, followed by the predictions from the seq2seq (middle) and
state transition DJINN model (right). The seq2seq model produces a smoother and
more accurate evolution than the state transition model.
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Figure 7.3: Example prediction from the ICF database. The first row is the seq2seq
model’s predictions evolution of the X-ray image, given the first image in the row as
the input to the model. The second row illustrates the absolute error in the model’s
predictions multiplied by a factor of 10 for visibility. The regions of highest error
occur near gradients in the X-ray intensity.

Figure 7.4: Median IAE for the test dataset as a function of the input sequence
length. The model predicts the evolution with lower error per time step as the
length of the input sequence increases. At an input sequence length of 50, the rate
of the error reduction slows, suggesting the model only needs to observe half of the
evolution before it can predict the remainder of the trajectory with minimal error.
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Figure 7.5: Left: Normalized total concentration for the 1D diffusion problem with a
diffusion coefficient of 1.34. The black line shows the analytic solution, the blue is the
numerical solution with dx=7×10−4, and the red line is the prediction of the seq2seq
model with dx=0. Right: Error of the finite element solution as dx is decreased is
shown in black; the red stars indicates the seq2seq prediction error (compared to the
analytic solution) as dx is decreased toward zero.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Achieivng inertial fusion ignition in a laboratory setting remains an elusive goal,

and requires better use of the simulation capabilities, physics experiments, and diag-

nostic instruments available at facilities such as the NIF and Omega. In this thesis,

we have explored the use of machine learning to bridge the gap between simulations

and experiments for inertial confinement fusion.

We illustrate how machine learning models built on simulation databases are used

to rapidly optimize implosion designs; the application of this methodology to one of

the largest databases of 2D ICF simulations ever created results in the discovery

of an ovoid-shaped implosion, revealing rich physics that had never before been ob-

served in ICF capsules. The ovoid implosions are robust to a variety of performance

degradation sources common in ICF experiments; their robustness is attributable

to the generation of large scale zonal flows within the capsule, induced by a specific

applied radiation drive asymmetry. The existence of such high performing, asymmet-

ric implosions calls into questions decades of research that suggest deviations from

spherical compression degrade implosion performance. Not only does the discovery

of the ovoid point toward new physics and a potential path toward achieivng high

yield in experiments, but it serves as an illustrative example of the powerful role

machine learning can play in aiding experimental design.

The machine learning methods used to find the ovoid are simple, black-box al-

gorithms that work well for optimization, but are not accurate enough for compar-

ing simulation and experimental data. Furthermore, these models lack estimates

of prediction uncertainties, which play an important role when deciding which new

experiments to run, determining the value of improving particular diagnostics, and
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inferring unknown quantities. To meet the need for an easy to use, highly accurate

machine learning model that is equipped with uncertainty estimates, we developed

“deep jointly-informed neural networks”, or DJINN. DJINN is inspired by our early

success with decision tree-based models for finding the ovoid; it uses decision trees

trained on the data to determine an appropriate deep neural network architecture

and set of initial weights. The algorithm overcomes many of the challenges of training

deep neural networks on arbitrary datasets by determining many of the hyperparam-

eters in an automated manner. Furthermore, we can leverage the work of other deep

learning researchers and employee techniques such as dropout in the DJINN models

to obtain prediction uncertainty estimates.

DJINN enables the efficient creation of surrogate models for a wide variety of

datasets, including ICF, atomic, and nuclear physics data, and climate data. As

an approximate Bayesian model that is quick to query, DJINN is easy to use for

parameter inference; either by constructing inverse models that map from output to

input space directly, or via Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. When coupled with

autoencoders– neural networks designed for unsupervised data compression– DJINN

is able to produce accurate and self-consistent forward and inverse models for ICF

simulation databases. The inverse model methodology is applied to other high energy

density science experiments, including the interpretation of atomic emission spectra

to infer physical properties, such as temperature and density.

DJINN is also used to demonstrate a promising path forward for creating predic-

tive, data-driven models of complex physics experiments. Unlike typical discrepancy

term calibration, we explore the use of transfer learning with DJINN for calibrating

low fidelity to high fidelity simulations, and calibrating from simulations to experi-

ments for Omega ICF data. The idea of transfer learning is that a neural network can

be trained on a task for which there are large amounts of data (such as simulations),
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and then be partially retrained on a small set of typically expenssive data (such as

experiments) to shift its predictions to align better with the expensive data. Partial

retraining involves freezing many of the weights in the network, only allowing a small

number of weights to change when exposed to the small set of expensive data. We

introduce the idea of hierarchical transfer learning for numerical simulation and ex-

perimental data. In hierarchical transfer learning, a neural network is first trained on

a large database of low fidelity simulation data. Many of the weights of this network

are frozen, and then the model is updated with a smaller database of higher fidelity

simulations; if the higher fidelity simulations are a more accurate representation of

reality, this makes the final step – transfer learning to the sparse set of experimental

data – easier for the network to learn. The cost of low and high fidelity simulations

and the cost of experiments can be balanced to determine how to create a sufficiently

accurate predictive model with the lowest investment of computational and exper-

imental resources. We successfully create DJINN models that are transfer learned

to experimental ICF data for Omega experiments, and demonstrate that these mod-

els can be used to accurately predict the outcome of future experiments. We then

use these experimentally-informed models to optimize an Omega implosion design,

which results in a design that is consistent with experiments researchers have found

to perform best, via an iterative, physics-guided optimization procedure.

Finally, we extend our predictive modeling techniques to include time series data.

We are interested in exploring whether its possible to predict the evolution of a

simulation in-flight, and saving computational resources by terminating simulations

that can be predicted forward by a machine learning model with high confidence.

Furthermore, much of the data collected in ICF experiments is time dependent;

incorporating this information into our calibrated models can better constrain the

model predictions. To explore the feasibility of modeling time-dependent ICF data
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with machine learning techniques, we use sequence-to-sequence models to predict the

evolution of multiphysics simulations. Seq2seq models are primarily used in natural

language processing tasks; we demonstrate the ability of such models to accurately

predict time series data generated with computer simulations of varying complexity.

There are dozens of diagnostics that collect vast quantities data in ICF exper-

iments; machine learning offers a promising approach for analyzing the full suite

of data to improve our understanding of ICF implosions. The work presented in

this dissertation is just a small glimpse at how machine learning can be used to

improve how we model and interpret ICF and other high energy density science ex-

periments. From simulation-only based design optimization, to parameter inference

and model calibration, to optimization of models constrained to be consistent with

experimental data, we have presented a variety of applications of machine learning

to improve the ICF modeling and design process. Some interesting areas for future

exploration include: hierarchical calibration for indirect drive experiments – moving

from hohlraum simulations to high resolution capsule simulations to experiments;

and calibrating time series predictions with mutlimodal, time-dependent experimen-

tal data.
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